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PREFACE

The purpose of the manual is to provide recipients of Financial Assistance
with basic information about the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management (OCRWM), its organization, goals, and policies as they relate to
financial assistance.

It will help recipients understand their responsibilities in meeting reporting
requirements, requesting Financial Assistance and how to avoid potential

-problems. It also permits two-way communication between recipients and the
Department of Energy (DOE) Field offices responsible for administering the
OCRWM Financial Assistance Program (FAP). It will simplify a task looked
upon by many as "complex".
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PART I
INTRODUCTION

1.1. Purpose

The Recipients Manual (RM) contains information to help recipients
prepare for and participate in the award and administration of
Financial Assistance authorized by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of
1982.

A decision of the eligibility requirements to receive Financial
Assistance under the NWPA and the allowable activities are
contained in this document-is intended to assist the recipients
understanding and meeting the administrative requirements. The
RM does not modify or replace any of the requirements enunciated in
DOE regulations or OCRWM Financial Assistance Guidelines.

The RM is part of a continuing process of information-sharing on
the management and operation of the OCRWM and its Financial
Assistance Program. OCRWM will update the RM as experiences indi-
cate the need to do so. Thus, the RM will increasinlgy become a
manual of and by--and not merely for--those involved in the OCRWM
Financial Assistance Program (FAP).

The RM has been developed to serve two specific requirements:

o The Recipient's Application and Plan: The RM is organized
to follow a logical sequence. Emphasis is placed on (1) meeting
the recipients annual application and recipient plan require-
ments, and (2) carrying out an effective planning process.

o Reference Guide to OCRWM FAP: The RM can be used as a
reference guide to OCRWM policies,-procedures, and require-
ments, by recipient program managers and staff.

1.2 What Subjects Does the RM Address?

The RM is divided into four parts that relate to functional areas
of which recipients should be aware before they prepare their
annual application for financial assistance. The chapters include:
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Part I - Introduction

o How to Use the Recipients Manual: Section I describes the
purposes of the RM and how it is organized.

o The-OCRWM Financial Assistance Program: Section II summarizes
OCRWM Financial Assistance Program objectives, and key program
features.

Part II - Applying for Financial Assistance

o The Application for Financial Assistance: Section I
describes the contents and submission of the annual
recipient application for financial assistance.

o Eligible Recipients: Section 2

o Start up Considerations: Section 3 discusses critical
considerations in starting a FAP.

O Recipients Financial Assistance and Associated Require-
ments. Section 4 describes funding requirements, pro-
hibited expenditures, and special projects funding.

o Budget Revision Procedures: Section 5

o The Recipient Plan: Section 6 describes how to prepare the
FEWERi plan -- a key element of the annual recipient
application.

Part III - Operational Requirements

o Overview - Section 1 discusses general operational require-
ments.

o Recipient Program Reporting: Section 2 describes the
performance and financial reports which the recipients will
submit to DOE on a quarterly basis.

o How to: Section 3 describes how to request funds, complete
reports and avoid problems.

o Closeout Requirements: Section 4 describes closeout
requirements.

o Audit of Awards: Section 5 describes audit requirements.

Part IV - DOE's Functions and Responsibilities

This section outlines DOE's functions, including technical
assistance, evaluation, monitoring, and communication of
barriers to recipient organizations.
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1.3 The Indexiig System

The RM is organized by single digit chapter headings and by 2- and
3- digit subsections. A subject index is provided in Appendix G.
This format has been designed to facilitate the use of the manual as
a reference source and allow for easy updating. If changes are
required or new features added, OCRWM will send the relevant
subsections to the Recipients.

As the RM is intended to be a working document, DOE is interested in
hearing from the recipients about items which they believe should be
included or further clarified in the manual. Comments should be
directed to the appropriate DOE Operations Office.
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PART II

APPLYING FOR FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE WITH THE OCRWM

2.1 The Annual Recipient Application (To be supplied)

2.2 Eligible Recipients

As indicated in the OCRWM Grants Guidelines, the Nuclear Waste Policy
Act of 1982 authorizes OCRWM to make three types of grants to States,
Indian Tribes, and local governments. These grants are participation
grants, mitigation grants, and grants equal to taxes. Recipients should
look to the OCRWM Guidelines for further detail on the eligibility
structure of NWPA grants.

2.3 Start-Up Considerations

This chapter discusses critical considerations for recipients to consider
in starting up a Financial Assistance Program. Previous program experience
indicates that how recipients deal with these elements during preparation of
the recipient plan can influence the dates when program implementation
actually begins, the timely achievement of management and administrative mile-
stones, and commitments made to and by participating organizations.

The critical start-up considerations are:

o Have all recipient legislative approvals (were applicable) been
obtained to receive OCRWM grant funds?

o Have the necessary procedures, schedules, and agreements for
contracting and procurement been worked out?

o Have the necessary procedures and schedules been developed and
approved for personnel recruitment and staffing?

o Have reporting and management control systems been established?

o Have coordination systems been established between participating
organizations?

2.4 Funding Requirements

Recipients should look to the OCRWM Guidelines for the following
information:

o Eligible Recipients and Program Activities

o Allowable and Unallowable Costs

o Discontinuation of Funding

2.5 Budget Revision Procedures

Under the OCRWM Financial Assistance Program, the recipients may find
it necessary to report a project/budget revision or request prior approval
of a budget item, if so, the following provides criteria and procedures to
be followed to report these deviations and to request approvals:
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(1) the revision results from changes in the scope of the grant-supported
program;

(2) the revision indicates the need for additional Federal funds which
may be available;

Specific conditions for budget revision procedures are contained in
1OCFR600.114.

(3) equipment, materials and supplies not previously approved with an
individual cost of over $500; and

(4) the cumulative amount of transfers within a budget period among direct
cost budget categories exceeds or is expected to exceed $10,000, or five
percent of the grant budget, whichever is greater.

When requesting approval for budget revisions, recipients shall use the budget
forms found in the grant application. However, recipients may request, by
letter, the approvals required, as provided for in OMB Circular, A-87.

Within 30 working days from the date of receipt of the request for budget
revisions(s), the DOE Operations Office shall review the request and notify
the recipient whether or not the budget revision(s) have been approved. If
the revision(s) are still under consideration at the end of the 30 days, the
Program Manager shall inform the recipient in writing as to when the recipient
may expect a decision.

2.6 Preparing the Recipient Plan

The purpose of the recipient plan is to provide an integrated and
comprehensive picture of how the recipient intends to operate its
FAP and why the selected approach makes sense in terms of the unique
characteristics and circumstances of the recipient.

DOE expects the grantee to use the recipient plan as its base document
to manage and coordinate the FAP implementation. DOE also expects
that all organizations of the recipient with a role in carrying out the
recipient plan will use it to understand and agree on their precise
responsibilities and relationships in the FAP implementation.

DOE intends the recipients plan to be dynamic part of a continuing
planning process. DOE expects that recipients will adjust their plans,
subject to DOE review and approval, as experience highlights unforeseen
opportunities, problems and issues.

Planning and preparing to implement the recipient FAP is a major manage-
ment task: scheduling, coordinating, and acting on the activities of
many different people and organizations. One set of events must culminate
in the submission of the recipient Application and Plan; and another
set of events must be completed to insure timely, scheduled program
implementation. Prior experiences have indicated that when delays
occurred, more often than not the reason was that some requirements
and procedures were unrealistically scheduled and coordinated.
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One of the purposes of the RM, of course, is to identify and discuss all
the elements, requirements, and procedures for planning and preparing
to implement the FAP. But it might be useful to present an overview
of what is involved in this management task. .

o Who will be involved in drafting the recipient plan?

o What overall approach will the recipients take in developing the
objectives and recipients organizational and programmatic strategy
for achieving those objectives? How will the concept of cost-
effectiveness be taken into account?

o Is the approach consistent with OCRWM Financial Assistance Policies
and Procedures?

o Is State legislature (or some other entity) approval required to
receive Federal grants? If so, what is the schedule for obtaining
that approval?

o Have assignments and target completion dates been established for
the recipient application?

o Have the procedures and schedule for review and approval of the
recipient application been established?

o Have all recipient contracting and procurement requirements and
procedures been spelled out in relation to the FAP program?

o Have schedules been developed for negotiating all contracts and
agreements?

o Have the specific content requirements of each type of contract and
agreement been spelled out?

o Do all participating organizations understand and accept the proce-
dures and requirements with respect to record-keeping, reporting,
purchasing, budget limitations, authorized expenditures, travel, and
coordination?

o Have all the applicable personnel recruitment and staffing require-
ments and procedures been spelled out in relation to the FAP program?

o Have schedules been developed with respect to personnel recruiting
which will help insure that staff is hired on schedule?

o Have staff training needs been assessed?

o Have responsive training opportunities been designed and scheduled?

o Have reporting and management control systems been designed?

o Has particular attention been paid to how records will be kept to

supply data for national evaluation?
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RM PART III

OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

3.1 Overview

Following grant award, recipients will report on program progress to the
appropriate DOE Operations Office within 30 days after the end of each
calendar quarter. A recipient should send the original and two copies of
the Quarterly Report to its Operations Office FAP contact, unless directed
otherwise by the Operations Office.

The purpose of Quarterly Reporting is to provide DOE with information
necessary to track program progress against plans established in the
recipient's annual application.

Appendix 8 contains copies of the quarterly report forms and instructions,
a glossary of terms used in the forms, and completed copies of the forms
as examples. (To be supplied).

3.2 Reporting Requirements

3.2.1 Management Summary Reports (MSR)

A separate MSR will be completed for each program/function. Information
in this section will consist of planned milestones and budget for the year
(as submitted with the annual application) and actual performance on mile-
stones and budget through the current quarter. This will allow a comparison
of planned and actual performance for each program or function.

3.2.2 Financial Status Report (FSR)

The Financial Status Reports (SF-269) will show costs on an accrual
basis. A breakdown by project and function is required. FSR's are
required to be submitted on a quarterly basis.

3.2.3 Cash Management Reports (CMR)

A Federal Cash Transaction Report (SF-272) should be sent to the
Cognizant DOE field office's on a monthly basis.

3.2.4 Funds Request Reports (SF-270)

A request for Funds or Reimbursement report is required when a
recipient does not qualify for payment by letter of credit.

3.3 How to Request Funds, Complete Reports, Avoid Problems
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3.3.1 Purpose

.This chapter has been designed to guide you through the various Depart-
ment of Energy (DOE) forms needed as part of the Grants and Financial
Assistance Program (FAP). When the time comes for you to complete a
report or request funds, please turn to the detailed 'HOW TOn instruc-
tions. The most frequently asked questions have been answered and the
most common errors addressed.

o Reports Are Mandatory

Monies MAY NOT be paid out under this program unless reports are sub-
mitted as required in the conditions of the grant.

DOE ALWAYS needs original ink signatures on its copies of reports and
funds requests. Avoid delays by following this simple rule.

All reports should be rounded to the nearest whole dollar.

o IMPORTANT POINTS TO REMEMBER:

OCRWM grants are funded in an amount not to exceed the amount awarded
as indicated on the face page, and is subject to a refund to DOE of
unexpended federal funds. There is no commitment for additional DOE
funding beyond the amount awarded In this grant.

The OCRWM or PO may make site visits as frequently as practicable to
review progress under this grant.

Grant recipients must follow the audit requirements set forth in DOE
IOCFR600 DOE Financial Assistance Rule subpart D.

When property acquired under an OCRWM grant is no longer needed, the
grantee should-request disposition instructions from DOE.

Highlights of Requirements Related to Common Problems

o Procurement (1OCFR600.119).

A. All contract actions regardless of dollar value shall be con-
ducted in a manner so as to provide maximum competition.

B. Agreements/contracts must be written, not oral.

C. Cost-plus-a-percentage-of-cost type contracts are prohibited.

D. Mandatory clauses must be included ip contracts (see Attachment
of OMB Circular A-102.

3.3.2
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E. Price or cost analysis must be performed on every procurement
action.

F. The award shall be made to the lowest responsive, responsible
bidder in procurement actions utilizing the competitive sealed
bid process.

G. The procurement solicitation cannot restrict competition
by giving preference to local potential bidders (i.e., within
the state).

o Budget

A. Costs must be incurred and -work must be performed within the
grant budget period. An extension to the approved budget period
requires DOE approval and should be requested at least 30 days
before the end of the budget period. The request should be
sent directly to DOE Project Office at the address shown on the
front of this booklet.

B. Deviations from approved projects require DOE approval. Send the
original request for approval directly to DOE.

o Financial Systems/Records (Reference 10CFR600.116.).

A. Records must be kept which identify the receipt and the disburse-
ment of funds.

B. Grantees must keep records of costs by individual project and
summarize by object class.

C. All non-federal and federal costs must be supported by source
documentation.

D. All in-house labor must be supported by accurate wage, hour, and
duty records.

E. Grantees must have effective control and accountability over all
funds.
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3.3.3 Outline of Reporting Requirements

Reports Due i Period Covered Sent To

Cash Request Reports

Request for Advance
(SF-270)
Used for Advance or
Reimbursements

Request for Funds
Report (SF-5805A)
Used for Letters of
Credit

Within 30 days of
actual cash
expenditures

When needed

Cumulative from
data of GFA Award

Billing period

Original to DOE

Recipient's
bank and to
PO

Quarterly Reports:

Financial Status
Report (SF-269)

Jan. 31, April
Oct. 31, and
July 31

30, Each 3 months
ending March 30,
June 30, Sept.
30 and Dec. 30

Original & 2
copies

Federal Assistance
Management Summary
Reports

Jan. 31,
30, July
and Oct.

April
31,
31

Each 3 months
ending Dec. 31,
March 31, June
30, and Sept. 30

Original & 2
copies

Final Reports:

Financial Status
Report (SF-269)

Within 90 days
after project

Entire Grant Original & 2
copies
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3.3.4 Points to Remember When Completing Reports

o Funds Requests (SF-270) 0

You will not receive any funds unless you submit a Request for Advance or
Reimbursement (SF-270) to DOE.

Grantees are expected to use funds within 30 days of receipt. Therefore,
DO NOT request an advance more than 45 days before you expect to pay out the
money. Your next SF-270 should show the advance has been expended. IF NOT,
DOE reserves the right to recall all excess funds and impose a "reimbursement
only* requirement on ALL future fund requests. The cumulative total of costs
should be shown on each SF-270.

o Federal Assistance Management Summary Report

List on the form any approach changes or variances to the approved milestone
plan. The report should be sent directly to the cognizant DOE Project Office.

o Financial Status Report (FSR) (SF-269)

In each new budget period, the amount shown under Net Outlays Previously Reported'
will be O"'.

Report expenditures by object classification.

If you received but did not spend all of the federal funds, include a refund
check, payable to the "Department of Energy", with your final FSR.
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PART IV

DOE Functions and Responsibilities

4.1 Headquarter's Responsibilities

Both Headquarters and Project Offices have responsibility in the manage-
ment and administration of the FAP. Headquarters develops financial
assistance policies and oversees the process to promote consistency and
equity throughout the NWPA program; Project Offices administer the in-
dividual grants. It is the responsibility of Headquarters to:

o analyze and develop programmatic financial assistance policies and
procedures;

o respond to requests for grant informatin from GAO, OMB, Congressional
Committees, program management, and others;

o ensure consistency and equity in administration of the grant program;

o promote effective interaction among Project Offices;

o perform programmatic, financial, and legal review of applications;

* o work with Project Offices to resolve grant-related issues;

o concur on grant applications; and

o review activities conducted under the grants to ensure program-wide
comparability.

4.2 Program Office Responsibilities

The responsibilities of Project Offices are to:

o notify eligible jurisdictions of availability of NWPA grant programs;

o assist applicants in preparing applications;

o receive grant applications;

o forward copies of applications to Headquarters;

o perform programmatic, financial, and legal review of applications;

o identify issues and propose resolution for coordination with
Headquarters; P

o forward Project Office comments to applicants and request revised
applications;
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o receive revised grant applications and forward copies to Headquarters;

o submit grant award documents to Headquarters for concurrence;

o upon concurrence, award grants and forward copies of accepted award
documents to Headquarters;

o administer grants;

o maintain grant documentation and administrative records;

o monitor grantee activities and records to ensure programmatic and
financial compliance; and

o forward copies of monitoring reports and grantee quarterly reports to
Headquarters.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Budget Period. This is usually a 12-month period covered by an
approved budget supporting an award. This term is used in
connection with funding project grants.

Cash on Hand. This term refers to the amount of Federal cash
actually received by the recipient less his Federal expenditures
as reported. This balance must not include unpaid amounts for
such items as accruals, accountsipayable, etc.

Disbursements. This term refers to the actual payment of cash by
the recipient for goods or services provided in accordance with
an award agreement.

Discrete Award. This type of award covers a project that will be
completed within a relatively short period of time, is
nonseverable into distinct stages, contains no commitment for
future funding and is fully obligated by DOE at the time of the
award.

Expenditures. This term refers to the actual cash disbursements
it the recipient maintains his accounting records on a cash
basis. The term refers to the amount of cash paid or to be paid
for an expense incurred, or an asset purchased, if the recipient
maintains his accounting records on an accrual basis.

Formula Grants. Allocations of money to States or their
subdlvisions in accordance with distribution formulas usually
prescribed by law, or, occasionally, by administrative
regulation, for activities of a continuing nature not necessarily
confined to a specific project.

DOE Awarding Component or Awarding Component Organization.

Principal Operating Field Office Components, and staff offices
of the Office of the Secretary that make awards for this
Department.

Letter of Credit. This financial instrument is a commitment to a
recipient, certified by an authorized official of DOE, specifying
a maximum dollar availability during a specified time period
through a Treasury Disbursing Office.

Request for Funds on Letter of Credit (Standard Form 5805)

This is a form prescribed by the Department of Treasury for use
by recipient organizations for making withdrawals against letters
of credit.

For Internal Use Only
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Project Period Awards. This type of award-provides support for a
multi-year project funded on a budget period basis, with a
commitment to fund the project through the approved project
period or indefinitely, subject to availability of appropriated
funds and other conditions. Each budget period of support is
funded at a level equal to the approved operating budget for the
period. Funding will include any unused balance at the end of
the prior budget period plus new funds necessary to meet the
approved operating budget level.

Example of a Project Period Grant

Current Current Current
Budget Total Period Budget Cumulative Budget Cumulative
Period Budget Award Period To Date Period To Date

1 $16,000 $16,000 $14,000 $14,000 $2,000 $2,000

2 $28,000 $12,000 $10,000 $24,000 $2,000 $4,000

3 $42,000 $14,000 $13,000 $27,000 $1,000 $5,000

4 $54,000 $12,000 $13,000 $50,000 $1,000- $4,000

S $70,000 $16,000 519.000 $69,000 $3,000- $1,000

Total $70,000 $70,000 $69,000 $69,000 $1,000 $1,000**

** The recipient did not use funds in the amount of $1,000.00
which is the difference between the total awards and the
total expended. This amount would be deobligated by the
DOE awarding component.

Recipient or Recipient Organization. This term refers to an
Individual or organization outside the Department receiving
Federal casT-under grants or other Federal assistance type
agreements awards by this Department. Included are State and
local governments, educational institutions, international
organizations, and other non-profit organizations.

Status of Awards. The following terms describe the status of
awards:

Active Awards are those for which the performance period has
not expired.

Ge For Internal Use Only
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.Expred Awards are those for which the performance period has
expired, f

Open Awards may be either active or expired for which final
action has not been taken to permit closeout.

Closed Awards are those for which the performance period has
expired; all disbursements have been made; and the Final
Report of Expenditures has been submitted, accepted, and
recorded by the DOE awarding component, and in agreement with
expenditures reported by the recipient to DOE.

Purged Awards are those that have been closed for one or more
years and removed from DOE.
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NNWSI AUDIT PLAN 86-2A - DENVER

Audit No. 86-2a
Date 2/18/86

1.0 SCOPE

The purpose of this audit is to evaluate the effectiveness of the (USGS)
Denver, CO Quality Assurance Program Plan and its procedures with respect
to the requirements of NNWSI NVO-196-17 (Rev. 3) and to verify the
effectiveness and implementation of (USGS) technical procedures associated
with 5NWSI activities.

2.0 ORGANIZATION TO BE AUDITED

United States Geological Survey (USGS) nenver, CO

3.0 AUDIT SCHEDULE

o Pre-Audit Team Meeting, 1:30 p.m., March 10, 1986 at USGS
o Opening Meeting, 9:00 a.m., March 11, 1986 at USGS
o Audit Activities, March 11-14, 1986
o Closing Meeting, Afternoon of March 14, 1986 or before

4.0 REQUIREMENTS TO BE AUDITED

The requirements to be audited are stated in 86-1-1 check list which was
generated from the following documents:

o NNWSI-NVO-196-17-Rev. 3
o USGS QA Manual and implementing quality and technical procedures
o Previous Audit 85-12

5.0 ACTIVITIES TO BE AUDITED

o Programmatic QA areas /
o Technical detailed procedures
o Previous audit findings

6.0 AUDIT TEAM MEMBERS

S. Singer, SAIC/QASC Lead Auditor
N. Voltura, SAIC/QASC Auditor
J. W. Estella, SAICIQASC Auditor
R. F. Cote, SAIC/QASC Auditor in Training
F. D. Peters, SAIC/QASC Auditor in Training
E. R. Oakes, SAIC/QASC Technical Advisor
D. C. Newton, DOE/EQ Auditor in Training
Paul Prestholt, NRC/EQ Observer
Susan Bilhorn, NRC/HO Observer
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WMPO AUDIT PLAN

NO. 86-2A

USGS DENVER COLORADO

PREPARED BY

APPROVED BY

~. C/5 DATE ol/-FIA4

DATE Z /1t/r6

DISTRIBUTION:

All Team Members

S. S. Singer, SAIC/QASC, Las Vegas, NV
N. A. Voltura, SAIC/QASC, Las Vegas, NV
J. W. Estella, SAIC/QASC, Las Vegas, NV
R. F. Cote, SAIC/QASC, Las Vegas, NV
F. D. Peters, SAIC/QASC, Las Vegas, NV
E. H. Oakes, SAIC, Oak Ridge, TN
0. C. Newton, OOEIHQ
Paul Prestholt, NRC/HQ
Susan Blihorn, NRC/HQ

Project File
Record Center
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NNWSI AUDIT PLAN 86-28 - MENLO PARK

Audit No. TG-iZ L
Date /

1.0 SCOPE

The purpose of this Audit Is to verify by review of objective evidence the
effective implementation of the Quality Assurance Program Plan as
implemented by USGS at the Menlo Park, California facility.

The USGS QA program will
NVO-196-17 (Rev. 3) and
implemented In accordance

be reviewed to assure that the requirements of
selected USGS technical procedures are being
with the provisions of the NNWSI Project.

2.0 ORGANIZATION TO BE AUDITED

United States Geological Survey (USGS) Menlo Park, California

3.0 AUDIT SCHEDULE

o Pre-Audit Team Meeting, 1:30 p.m., March 17,
o Opening Meeting, 9:30 awm., March 18, 1986
o Audit Activities, March 18-21, 1986
o Closing Meeting, Afternoon of March 21, 1986

1986 at USGS

or before

4.0 REQUIREMENTS TO BE AUDITED

The requirements to be audited are stated
generated from the following documents:

o NNWSI-NVO-196-17-REV. 3
o USGS QA Manual and implementing quality

In 86-2B-1 checklist which was

and technical procedures

5.0 ACTIVITIES TO BE AUDITED

o Technical detailed procedures
o Previous audit findings

6.0 AUDIT TEAM MEMBERS

A. E. Cocoros, SAIC/QASC
F. D. Peters, SAIC/QASC
E. A. Oakes, SAIC
A. J,.Rhodrick, DOE/HQ
Paul Prestholt, NRC/HQ
J. R. Rinaldi, QAD, DOE/NV

7.0 AUDIT CHECK LIST NUMBERS

Lead Auditor
Auditor in Training/Technical Advisor
Auditor/Technical Advisor
AIT/Technical Advisor
Observer
Auditor

86-2B-1
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WMPO AUDIT PLAN

NO: 86-28

USGS MENLO PARK, CALIFORNIA

PREPARED BY
SAIC/U '

DATE 2 roC

APPROVED BY DATE 2. /l /tIV

DISTRIBUTION:

All Team Members

A. E. Cocoros, SAIC, QASC, Las Vegas, NV
F. D. Peters, SAIC, QASC, Las Vegas, NV
E. H. Oakes, SAIC, Oak Ridge, TN
A. J. Rhodrick, DOE/HQ
Paul Prestholt, NRC/HQ
J. R. Rinaldi, QAD, DOE/NV

Project File
Record Center



United States Department of the Interior
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

BOX 25046 V.S. AIIta
DENVER FEDERAL CENTER
DENVER. COLORADO 80225

IN REPLY
REFE rO:

March 14, 1986

Memorandum

To: All USGS Participants, Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage
Investigations

From: Chief, Branch of Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations

Subject: STOP-WORK ORDER

This orders the immediate cessation of most USGS work on NNWSI technical
activities. The order applies to all work that meets all of the
following three criteria:

(1) The work is intended to produce site-characterization
information - that is, a description of the geologic, tectonic, or
hydrologic conditions or processes of Yucca. Mountain and its
setting.

(2) The work has not previously been approved in writing by this office
and by DOE/WMPO as quality-assurance level III.

(3) The work can be suspended without causing an irrecoverable loss of
information that may later prove to be acceptable in the licensing
process.

Work may continue in the following categories:

(1) Administrative work, with the exception of procurement of
equipment, materials, or supplies to be used in site-characteri-
zation activities.

(2) Planning, both internal and as part of the preparation of DOE
documents such as the Site Characterization Plan and the
Exploratory Shaft Test Plan.

(3) Work for which the suspension would cause an irrecoverable loss of
information. Examples are the seismic monitoring network,
monitoring of existing hydrologic networks, logging of neutron
holes, monitoring of runoff events, etc.



(4) Work in progress on degradable samples or features. Examples
include mapping of freshly exposed trench walls (but not sampling
of materials for analysis), long-term laboratory tests or experi-
ments in which substantial time and cost is already invested, and
laboratory measurements on "natural-state" samples that would
degrade if the measurements were interrupted.

(5) Preparation of publications presenting site-characterization
information, but only to the point of readiness for colleague
review.

(6) Preparation and processing of abstracts for meetings if the
submission deadline is July, 1986, or earlier.

(7) Prototype testing, experimentation, and other research intended to
develop and/or evaluate techniques or procedures to be applied
later under quality-assurance requirements.

(8) All work directed at implementing the requirements of the USGS
Quality Assurance Plan (QAP).

Other activities that must continue will be considered but must be
authorized by this office.

Except for those working on the FY 88 budget preparation, the Site
Characterization Plan, or the technical requirements for the exploratory-
shaft facility, implementing the QAP is the highest priority of the USGS/
NNWSI at this time. Personnel should be redirected to QA implementation
to the fullest extent possible. those performing exempted work should
also be redirected to the QA effort unless the work is of great urgency.

At this time I am not prepared to give specific instructions concerning
contracts in place, as this requires coordination with Administrative
Division personnel. Branch Chiefs, District Chiefs, the Regional
Research Hydrologist (Central Region) or their administrative officers
are requested to notify R. V. Watkins, Associate Chief, Branch of NNWSI,
by memorandum of contracts that are supported wholly or in part by NNWSI
funds. Please include a sufficient description of the scope of work to
allow a preliminary determination of whether the work can continue, must
be negotiated for temporary redirection, or must be suspended.

I have taken this action in consultation with and upon the recommendation
of the USGS/NNWSI QA Manager, Joe Willmon, because of rapidly
accumulating evidence that our implementation of our QAP has not been
given the priority that It requires. A DOE audit completed today in
Denver has confirmed the lack of satisfactory implementation in the
activities directed by my office as well as in the scientific work. We
are all at fault, and we must all contribute to the remedy. Identifica-
tion of specific areas in which we must change or improve will be
provided as soon as possible.

Assistant Director James F. Devine and NNWSI Project Manager
Donald L. Vieth have been advised of and concur with the necessity for
this order.
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Neither the timing nor the mechanism of release from this order have been

identified. However, I anticipate a task-by-task release, probably after

special audits of readiness. I also anticipate that the period will

range from several weeks to several months.

NNWSI funding will continue for work authorized in this memorandum or

subsequently authorized in writing by me or Joe Willmon. Work that is

performed in violation of this order will not be reimbursed from NNWSI

funds. Documentation of personnel activities on KNWSI funding is

required as of March 17, 1986. More detailed inst ctions will be issued

next week. i A)

William W. Dudle

cc: J. F. Devine, Asst Director, Engineering Geology
D. L. Vieth, Director, Waste Management Project Office, DOE

WWD/pnb
0761P
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This 11 .s a follow-up to the Quality Assurance (CA) Audit 96-U. and QA
Survellcance MWO/WV-046-023 conducted an Cho V= efforts that supoart the
NWWI Projecto I vane to formally express my concerns about the situation with
.egard to p at the V=* It has been reported to at that the SGS techni cal
staff,0 people who are conmIttod'to executing scientific studioe,, bare not
achieved a full appreciation of the Importance of 2n on this program. Thi Is
clearly a USGS smaagement pr~bobem After these many years of effort and
expenditures tihe practice of QA at the OSGS has not reached the level necessary
to satisfy oar standards. Also, It to doubtful that the present USGS work
would eSe the 5. S. ulea" ReguIlaty COMIKion'e (KKC) expectation.

I have relavcwd your memorandum suspending work at the gm pursuant to the
audit. Tour actions cre a positive maanageent step necessar to correct the
lung-erelndg org=1ACI2onal deficiencic at the VS=S to he practice of QA*
ge believe that your expeitious action La this area mu eassetial in
c*unt SG management recagnition of the sariousores of nths problem
VIthn the USGS and a resolve toward meeting theo requirements that are
ahetosary In the regulatory Srcae t is esetial that your scientific staff
fully understand the situations coai to meeting tCM requirement, and confore
to te process as defined in your Internal operation manual*s There is no
Longer any place in Cms troject for a scientific staff that does not accept
and perform in accordance with hus requirements established for QA.

We have epeuc some time revierwIng the situation with the Stop Work Order.
Mhile we are genSeally to sareement with your Stprosac, we believe that some
additional stipulations need to be added to your direetive. The purpose of
this me*o is to announce the rW0 suspension of work, expand somewhat the scope
of your original stat emt and outline the rol ft thf CM ast management
P*oject Office (t O) In reu twing the work .ituation eh fo Ireit restartd.

mi suspensfon of work applies to all USGS work currently being performed for
the 5W8 Froct witb the followinegh ceptions1
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1. Planning, both Internal and as part of the preparation of the Site
'PSaracterigatlon Plan (SCP) the lxploratory Shaft Test Plan (SI??), the

nwiroevetvtal Assessment CA), *and the Setimic Tectonic Positon Pa er

'. Aeuiuistrativa/vanxgeuent work, vith the exception of procurement of
f^r¢utment, materials, supplies, *nd services to be used tn technical
.Icti7ities unless such procurement can be shown to be critical to the success
o£ thooe technical activities allowed to continue. if so, the details,

nc'l.dtng the quality requirements to be applied, shall be provided to WPO
O'or concurrence prior to proceeding.

^3. t,\ !or which the uespension would caUse an Irrecoverable lose of
Infoermation.

64. Work In progress on degradable samples or features and laboratory
onnetrcutnts oan 'natural-_tote samples that would degrade if the eaesuree ato
Wror interrapted.

S. Preparation and proceasing of abstracts for meetings If the submission
deadline Is July 196t or earlier. These abstrects must be specifically
identified snd the pertinent Itforuation, Including manpower resources
required, must be provided to the Waste management Project office (WiiPo) for
evaluation of the Impact on resources required to achieve lavleoentatIon of
tse QA Progrm.

6. Prototype testing, esperraentation, and other research Intended to
develop audler evaluate techniques or procedures provided these activitite
have been approved by YMPO as Quality Assurance Level I2. Continuance of
these activities must noc preent adequate sanpowsr resources from being
applied to the laplementestio of tho OA Program requirewents.

7. All wark that Is ecessary to achieve adequate tupleuentstion of th
ISCS OA Program, t.o. procedure development, ostabistaent of Quality Asnursaet
Level assimeentsU correction of QA Program deflciencies, *tc.

This supenuiopn of work also apples to NSt Project related activities
currently befoge per20rad for CSCS by subcontractors olese the work can be
clearly eopted as described above.

*SpeCIfic ectivittee In these categorTes or others that CSCS stroxgly believes
should be allowed to continue oust he Identifled to lWPO in writing witbin 10
working days aftar receipt of this letter She TInforeatiam to b provided oust
include the following:

o lbrk IrakdowU Structure (VzS) task title and oembers
* Principal Xweettgator
o Jostificattonfrastooale of why the work aust proceed
* Controls/procedures to be wed to assure the data seots QA progm

130�� __
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ftcspt tor the work that mut cntian. as previowaly sated, achieviet edequete
I.-mWantat of OA Program requirements la the Upbgheat priority of USCI/IS
:,'*ect at this ti e. Personnel should be redirected to OA Program
-tnilementatioo to the fullest extant poagahle. AccordInglys, you are directed
^o ea0velopa plan for the assignment and approval of Qlity Assurance Levela

i-v surveillance Report lIPO/NV-5R-86-023) which shell include the support
n-nNAge agreed to during the Ouality Assurance Level Assignment Sheet (OALAS)
;'"T%:.jp seecings at Science Applications Tawmrnational Corporation during
.'..rll 2, 9 and 10, 1986, and a plan for correcting the qA Prograu dafictencles
?*'etltied durlrx USCS Audit 86-2a so that the UNGS work for the NRVS! project
e-n e~ace. This plan should Identify the specific tasks to be acconpllshed,
o-Sblieh perIoltIeo, and provide a schedule for iuplementation. Emphasis
nlould be placed on correcting the deficiencies In those areas where work la
a1,rvsd to continue, I.e. establishrent of Quality Assurance tevel esaignments,
qualification and eortification of personnel, indoctrination and training, ate.

;1i'.n plan muot be submitted to UNPO for revieW and *pproval by Key 1, 1986. It
eo-uld In soted thct W;MPo wll perfore periodic surveillances of USSC
cctivities to ensure that work is suspended until all required actions are
c~vpFtud and to evaluate progress relative to QA Progra lIplementation.

The condition. for lifting this susnension are as follows:

1. Approval by WM7O of proposed corrective actions and schedules for
implementation for the reported audit findings.

2. Approval by W0O of the USCS Quality Assurance Program Plan CQAPt) revised
as a result of the audit.

3. Coapletlon of indoctrinution end training of all CSGS personnel responsible
for Achieving quailty vith the FNVSI progran.

*. VMPO proval of Quality Assurance Levels for each VNWSI *roject Itsm/
activity Uor which USCS is responsible.

S. VHPO aproval of a VS= plan to provide resources for QA cvearae at the
various lacations where USGS il perforaing ongoing 3Ng1K Project activities.

At th eCoalatIon of all of the above conditions a formal removal, it writing,
of the suspension will be Issued to OCS by VMAo.

Uased on the aumber and nature of the deficiencies identifted during VS=S Audit
86-2a, It Is evident that the VSS QA staff must be Oupplemented with
additional experienced QA personnel In order to assure proper isplesistation of
the SCS O Progrs for the 3388 Project. An unmitigated cmitOent to

*chieving thla goal L clearly required. If you have amy quetonue at require
further Information pleao *dvise.

j. ftWL VI
o . Donau . Viet, irector

VAste Mauagsah t Project Office

MM IMA.SIMO.M
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE fA MANUAL
NNWSI-USGS QA PROGRAM

1.01 Manual Upgrade/Maintenance: The manual is not yet complete with at
least 4 to 6 additional chapters to be added soon. The existing
chapters are subject to revision which should occur semi-annually, at
least for the first year. The first revision should be planned for
the end of the second quarter, FY 86.

2.01 Management Assessment: This takes place once per year, and requires
gathering the essential documents to provide for the review. In the
view of QA, this is an important step and cannot be taken lightly as
it affects the program's credibility. Action on this element should
be directed toward the end of the year.

2.02 Indoctrination/Training: This consists of familiarizing the program
participants of the QA requirements through exposure to the control-
ling laws, documents, and implementing procedures. A program of}',
required reading, and meeting presentation should be made to all
participants for completion within a six-month period.

2.03 Worker Certification: It is required that evidence of a worker's
credentials be retained as accredited by a more senior Program
participant. This can be accomplished by completing the form as
presented in procedure NWM-USGS-QMP-2.03. A system for assuring

,completion of this task and its required updating needs to be put
into place. This should begin at once, and six months seems to be a
reasonable time to accomplish it.

3.01 Levels Assignment: All activities or items concerning quality
3.02 related work are required to have an assigned quality level. By the

procedure, this level assignment is to be done by the Principal
Investigator under the assurance responsibilities of the QA office.
Experience has already shown that this element of the PI's work will
require a significant amount of assistance from the QA office. This
is envisioned as being a continuing task with the heaviest QA
involvement at the front end, which may strain the manpower resour-
ces for a short period. Because of the retrofit necessity, this task
must begin at once.

3.03 Software QA: This is another item assigned to the Principal Invest-
igator. However, it will require surveillance and assistance for-
implementation. The implementing procedure remains to be written for
this criteria, awaiting the issuance of the Project SOP.

4.01 Procurement Document Control: All procurement must be done under QA
procedures according to the QA Manual. The QA office has responsi-
bility to assure that the PI and the purchasing office have complied.
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5.01 Technical Procedures: This activity is primarily a responsibility of
the Principal Investigator. However, experience has shown that a
large QA Office commitment is required to keep the generation of the
essential procedures up with the work being performed. sMechanizing'
the procedure preparation has been a big help, but it does not
complete the requirement. It is a QA office responsibility to perform
the procedure distribution and to keep the essential records of the
distribution and revisions, which will be further discussed under
"document control". The preparation, approval and control of
technical procedures is an on-going activity which requires multiple
level involvement.

6.01 Document Control: This is a QA office assignment requiring consid-
erable supervisory and cler.ical help. A tracking system is required
to assure that the necessary distribution is realized, and to provide
the record that the distribution was made in a timely manner. Work
on this tracking system should begin at once, but its completion is
of lower priority than many other items of implementation. The main
thrust for priority in this section is the potential effectiveness
for its use in management of the QA implementation.

7.01 Control of Purchased Material: This criteria pertains to equipment
and critical purchases that could affect the quality of the work.
The QA office effort is largely one of record keeping, and assurance
that the Job is getting done. The procurement office is under
instruction to enforce the procedures as described in this procedure.
Further details need to be spelled out in this area, which will be
included in the next revision of the 5A Manual. Responsibilities
for the revisions continue with the QA office, while the responsi-
bility for vendor certification has been assigned to Los Alamos
National Laboratory for the current fiscal year.

10.1 Surveillance: This is the process of policing the activities to see
that the QA procedures are being followed. While the qA office
does not perform all the surveillances, they are responsible for
keeping track of what surveillances were performed, and to follow up
on the appropriate dispositions. Surveillance of the various tasks
of the QA Program will begin immediately, and will continue.

11.01 Tentative Technical Procedures: For those work areas where a
standard procedure cannot be prepared, provision is made in the QA
Manual to document the work method and pertinent descriptions in a
tentative format for use until the work has progressed to a state
where a formal definite procedure can be prepared. This is the
assined responsibility of the Principal Investigator. However,
assistance and or advice will be required in the process. This
assistance is available from the outset; and the PI's will be
encouraged to use this procedure whenever it legitimately can- be
used.

12.0 Calibrations: All equipment used must be calibrated by the user on
a schedule described in the technical procedure. The rules on cali-
bration are strict, and complete records are a requirement. The QA

i-; , , .
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office is responsible only for the record portion and for providing
the regular schedule, but this responsibility extends to routine re-
minders of when recalibrations are due, in addition to assuring that
the calibrations are being performed according to the procedures.
This task also requires a tracking system to be used as a management
tool as well as for providing the record of the calibrations perform-
ed. While there already exists a QA calibration file, it requires
revision and updating to be effectively used in the management
sense. An update of this file will be a mid-level priority, with
emphasis on keeping the calibrations up to date.

15.01 Nonconformance/Corrective Actions: Any nonconformance prepared by
16.01 an audit, surveillance, or other action must be handled according

to a rigid procedure, until fully dispositioned. The QA office will
be preparing some of the nonconformances for various reasons, but the
bulk of the time will be consumed by resolving the issues, record
keeping and paper handling.

17.01 Records Management: All documents supporting the data that will
be used in the licensing process must become part of the official
record. QA records are well defined, and it is the responsibility of
the QA office to achieve a complete record. Currently the records
program, in compliance with and under training of the Project office
in Las Vegas, is performed by the SAIC-Golden office. It is expected
that revisions to the established records procedures will be requir-
ed as the overall program evolves and when SOP-17 is issued.
Implementation in this area is already underway and it will continue
uninterrupted by other priorities.

18.01 Audits: Auditing is a large part of the policing activity, and it
is an important part of the QA program. This activity requires
specially qualified participants, especially in the role of the lead
auditor. The audits are performed according to a definite procedure,
including scheduling and planning. The scheduling, assurance of
their completion, and follow up on audit findings is a requirement of
the QA office. Performance of the USGS internal audits is currently
contracted to Los Alamos National Laboratory.

QA Administrative Function: The effort of administration is necessary for
program planning and implementation, to hold the work effort to-
gether, and to assist with the fire fights as they occur. QA program
evaluation, understanding of Project QA requirements and their
changes; and directing any resulting corrective actions also is an
important part of the administrative function.

10/86



IMPLEMENTATION OF THE QA MANUAL
NNWSI-USGS QA PROGRAM

Task

1.01

2.01

2.02

2.03

3.01
3.02

3.03

4.01

5.01

6.01

7.01

10.0:

11.0'

12.0:

15.0,
16.0:

17.0

18.0

Description

Manual Upgr/Maint:

Mgmt Assessment:

Indoctr/Training:

Worker Cert:

Levels Assignment:

Man
Mos

5.5

1.0

6.5

1.25

3.0

.Software QA:

Procurmt Dcmt Coi

Tech Procs:

Document Cont:

Cont Purch Matl:

1 Surveillance:

I Tentative Proc:

1 Calibrations:

1 Nonconformance/
1 Corrective Act:

1 Records Mgt:

I Audits:

1.25

ant: 2.0

13.0

3.5

.75

2.25

1.75

2.5

3.25

25.0

2.5

QA Admin Function: 17.0
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I. I. Dudley, Jr.
Technical Project Officer for NNWSI
U.S. Geological Survey
Post Office Box 25046
418 Federal Center
Denver, CO 80225

WASTE MANAGEMENT PROJECT OFFICE (WMPO) AUDIT OF U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY (USGS)
QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM (86-2a) DENVER (WMPO ACTION ITEM #86-1103)

Enclosed is the report of Quality Assurance Audit 86-2a which was conducted for
the Waste Management Project Office (WMPO) at the U.S. Oeol.ogcal Survey (USGS)
Denver on March 11-14, 1986.

The audit was conducted to verify implementation and evaluate the effectiveness
of the USGS/Denver Quality Assurance Program Plan and its procedures with
respect to the requirements of the NNWSI Project NVO-196-17 (Rev. 3) and the
applicable SOPs, and to verify the implementation of the Quality Assurance
Program as it relates to the USGS Quality Assurance Manual. The audit did not
imply acceptance or non-acceptance of the USGS QAPP and procedures. Emphasis
was placed upon the status of the USGS technical areas and the reviews of the
USGS published technical reports.

The audit team reviewed sufficient objective evidence related to USGS work
activities to determine whether the QA program requirements were being satis-
factorily implemented per NNWSI-NVO-196-17 (Rev. 3) and its applicable SOPs.

As a result of the evaluation, the audit team Identified twenty-two (22)
deficient conditions adverse to quality and-five (5) significant observations.
This large number of significant audit findings indicated an almost total lack
of QA program implementation and therefore, the Lead Auditor concluded that he
would recommend WMPO issue a Stop Work Order for USGS/Denver and Menlo Park
facilities. Audit Finding Sheets 862a-1 through 862a-22 are enclosed for your
disposition. Please review the findings, complete the response section, and
return your response within thirty (30) working days after receipt of this
report.

Unless otherwise noted in the audit report, formal response to the observations
is optional. All responses to the findings shall be addressed to the Director,
WMPO.



W. W. Dudley, Jr. -2-

If you have any questions regarding this audit, please contact James Blaylock
at FTS 575-1125.

/ Donald L. Vieth, Director
WMPO:JB-1046 Waste Management Project Office

Enclosures: 42
As stated

cc w/encl.:
V. J. Cassella, DOE/HQ (RW-22), FORS
0. C. Newton, DOE/HQ (RW-23), FORS
E. W. Sulek, Weston, Rockville, MD
J. R. Willmon, USGS, Denver, CO
J..A. Pattillo, Los Alamos, NM
S. H. Klein, SAIC, Las Vegas, NV
A. E. Cocoros, SAIC, Las Vegas, NV
S. B. Singer, SAIC, Las Vegas, NV
E. H. Oakes, SAIC, Reno, NV
R. W. Gray, MED, DOE/NV
M. B. Blanchard, WMPO, DOE/NV
James Blaylock, WMPO, DOE/NV
Paul Prestholt, NRC/HQ
Susan Bilhorn, NRC/Hn-,
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This report contains the results of the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage

Investigations (NNWSI) Project Quality Assurance (QA) Audit Number 86-2a

of the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) conducted on March 11-14, 1986. The

audit was conducted in accordance with the requirements of the Waste

Management Project Office (WMPO) QA Audit procedure QMP-18-01.

The audit was conducted to verify implementation and evaluate the

effectiveness of the USGS/Denver Quality Assurance Program Plan and its

procedures with respect to the requirements of the NNWSI Project

NVO-196-17 (Rev. 3) and the applicable SOPs, and to verify the

implementation of the Quality Assurance Program as it relates to the USGS

Quality Assurance Manual. The activities audited were:

o Programmatic Quality Assurance; and

o Technical Activities.

Within these activities, the audit team concentrated its efforts in the

following areas:

o Quality Assurance operations;

o Laboratory test activities; and

o Technical activities and documents.

A checklist was used to expedite the review of documents and records in

the USGS files and to record information resulting from discussions with

USGS personnel. The, checklist items were developed using the following

documents:

o NNWSI Project NVO-196-17 (Rev. 3) and the applicable SOPs

o USGS QAPP and QA Procedures

o USGS Technical Procedures.

1



2.0 AUDIT TEAM PERSONNEL

S. B. Singer, SAIC/QASC, Lead Auditor

N. A. Voltura, SAIC/QASC, Auditor

J. W. Estella, SAIC/QASC, Auditor

R. F. Cote, SAIC/QASC, Auditor in Training (AIT)

F. D. Peters, SAIC/QASC, Auditor in Training/Technical Advisor

D. C. Newton, DOE/HQ, Auditor in Training (AIT)

E. H. Oakes, SAIC, Auditor/Technical Advisor

Paul Prestholt, NRC/HQ, Observer

Susan Bilhorn, NRC/HQ, Observer

3.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The audit team agreed that the USGS was. not complying with the require-

ments of their Quality Assurance Program Plan and were not adequately

implementing the existing supporting procedures.

A total of twenty-two (22) findings of nonconformance and five (5) signif-

icant observations were reported representing thirteen (13) of the sixteen

(16) elements reviewed. This resulted In a recommendation by the Lead

Auditor to the WMPO Project Quality Manager (PQM) that a Stop Work Order

be issued. The details of the findings and observations are described in

Section 5.0 of this report. To the extent audited, the following elements

were found to be either in compliance or are not addressed by the USGS QA

Program and are as follows:

Element 6. Document Control: Was not audited.

Element 10. Inspectfon: USGS does not perform Inspection.

Element 11. Test/Experiment Control: No findings.

Element 14. Inspection, Test, and Operating Status is covered under other

procedures at USGS.

Element 15. Nonconformance: None have been written to date.

2
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The balance of the 18 QA criteria were audited. A fundamental problem in

conducting this audit was that procedures required by NNWSI NVO-196-17,

Rev. 3 were not implemented or they did not exist. Therefore, due to both

of these problems, the USGS was determined to be not in compliance with

NNWSI NVO-196-17, Rev. 3. It was also noted that there was a lack of

training of personnel in all areas of the USGS Quality Assurance Program.

4.0 AUDIT MEETINGS

The audit commenced with an opening meeting on March 11, 1986. The

purpose, scope, and agenda of the audit were reviewed with the USGS

personnel and USGS assigned coordinators for the various elements to be

audited. The results of the audit were thoroughly reviewed with USGS

personnel at a close-out meeting held on March 14, 1986. At that time, a

handwritten rough draft of the proposed audit findings and observations

was given to USGS management.

4.1 OPENING AND CLOSING MEETING ATTENDEES

Paul Prestholt, NRC

Nancy Voltura, SAIC/QASC

Carl Newton, DOE/HQ

Forrest Peters, SAIC/QASC

Ed Oakes, SAIC, Reno, NV

Leonard Wallitz, USGS/Denver

Gene Rush, NHP, Denver

Warren Hofstra, NHP, Denver

William Dudley, USGS/Denver

Sam Singer, SAIC/QASC

Joe Wlllmon, USGS/Denver

Susan Bilhorn, NRC/DWM

Ron Cote, SAIC/QASC

John Estella, SAIC/QASC

Paul Carrera, USGS/Denver

**Susan Shipley, USGS/Menlo Park
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Bob Peterson, BOR/Denver

Art Guthrle, Los Alamos, NM

*James Blaylock, PQM/WMPO

*Darrell Porter, SAIC/Golden, CO

*Bob Wise, SAIC/Golden, CO

*Richard Watkins, USGS/Denver

*William Nilson, USGS/Denver

*Robert Raup, USGS/Denver

*Ed Cocoros, SAIC/QASC

* Exit Meeting only

** Opening Meeting only

4.2 PERSONS CONTACTED DURING THE AUDIT

Paul Carrera, USGS

Joe Willmon, USGS

Susan Shipley, USGS

Arthur Guthrle, Los Alamos

Joe Rosenbaum, USGS

L. A. Anderson, USGS

Linda Watson, SAIC

M. S. Whitfield, USGS

Chuck Freestone, USGS

Bob Peterson, USGS

Eugene Rush, USGS

Darrell Porter, SAIC

5.0 FINDINGS AND OBSERVATIONS

The following findings of nonconformance were recorded during the audit.

The requirement, documents, and details of the requirements are presented

in the respective attached Audit Finding Sheets Numbers 862a-1 thru 22.
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Finding No. 862a-1

The USGS QA Program does not have a WMPO-approved QA procedure in place to

address source evaluation and selection.

Finding No. 862a-2

A J-13 water sample was found in a container which had no Identification

other than the number J-13. When the engineer was asked for any other

documents that were traceable to the sample, his reply was, These

documents are not available."

Finding No. 862a-3

A sample review of procurement documents identified inconsistent

implementation of USGS-QMP-4.01 in the following areas:

1. Neither the purchase requisition nor the NNWSI Project QA Procurement

Form consistently identify any of the following for QA Level I items

or services: technical requirements, QA Program requirements, Rights

of access, Documentation requirements, provision for reporting

nonconformances. Requisitions 1 4810-0116, 1/14/86; 4810-0041-86,

10/1/85; 4810-0109-86, 1/8/86; 4810-33310T, 12/27/85; 4810-0088,

12/17/85.

2. Lack of documented evidence of USGS' QA Manager's review and approval

of the requisition and the QA Procurement form. Requisitions found

deficient were 14810-0017-86, 9/18/85; #4810-0015-86, 8/20/85;

14810-0007-86, 8/85.

3. USGS personnel have approved the USGS NNWSI Project QA Procurement

form for the USGS QA Manager without documented authority to do so.

4. Copies of all as-issued QA Level I procurement documents are not being

forwarded to WMPO.
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Finding No. 862a-4

NNWSI-USGS-QMP-18.01, Rev. 0, does not address program provisions for

conducting external audits of suppliers/contractors to USGS.

Finding No. 862a-5

A review of the Rock Properties Measurement Lab revealed lack of

compliance/implementation in the following areas:

1. The QA Calibration Form is not being completed for each instrument

requiring calibration and is not being sent to the USGS QA Office

prior to the instrument's use.

2. The USGS QA Office Is not entering this information into a calibration

system -- to include all affected Instruments.

3. The calibration status of instruments is not being displayed at a

readily accessible location. Stickers are. not affixed to each

instrument denoting the calibration status.

4. Nonconformance reports have not been written for instruments that

display no calibration status sticker.

5. No documented certifications are on file for personnel performing

equipment calibrations.

6. Calibration standards used for calibration of instruments are not

traceable to the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) or other known

standards. Where NBS standards do not exist, the reference standard

is not supported by certificates, reports or data sheets attesting to

the date, accuracy and conditions under which the results were

obtained.
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7. The method and interval of calibration for each item has not been

defined, based on the type of equipment stability, characteristics,

required accuracy, intended use, manufacturer's recommendations or

other conditions that affect measurement controls.

8. Instruments out of calibration are not tagged or segregated.

9. Calibration forms, which are QA Level I or II documents, are not

processed as NNWSI Project QA records.

Finding No. 862a-6

There is no documentation of indoctrination and training of USGS personnel

performing quality related activities. It should also be noted that there

is no apparent central control or accountability of the USGS personnel

working on the NNWSI Project to ensure that these personnel are properly

indoctrinated, trained, and certified.

Finding No. 862a-7

There are no certifications of personnel who perform reviews of technical

documents. In addition, many of the USGS technical personnel certifi-

cations do not define the area of responsibility for which these personnel

are certified. Examples of such certifications are those of the following

personnel: Edwardo A. Rodriquez, David A. Ponce, Gary D. Hamilton, John

H. Healy, Robert J. Munroe, Brennen O'Neill, William H. Prescott, Joann M.

Stock, Joseph F. Svitek, Walter E. Wendt, Robert H. Colburn, Edward E.

Criley, Ronald M. Kaderabek, Jeff Wilson, Dean Whitman. In some

instances, the work experience included on the certifications of USGS

technical personnel does not support the activities which they are

certified to perform. Examples of such certifications are those of the

following personnel: Susan Shipley, Paul E. Carrara, Richard Hay, Pamela

Jenks, Christine Arthur, Michael Chornak, Ibrahim Palaz. Also, the

certifications of Robert 0. Castle and Kenneth A. Sargent were not

approved by the next higher supervisory level as required by USGS
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procedure NNWSI-USGS-QMP-2.03, Rev. 0, paragraph 3.2. Certifications for

Castle and Sargent had no approvals. It should be noted that the USGS QA

program does not establish certification criteria for the USGS technical

personnel. The basis for certification as described on the USGS certifi-

cation form is subjective in nature. This also applies to the certifi-

cation of Fenix and Scisson geologists who implement USGS activities. In

addition, there are no provisions in the USGS QA program for USGS to

either accept or concur with lab contractor's certifications since these

certifications are performed by F&S personnel.

Finding No. 862a-8

The USGS QA program does not adequately address provisions for USGS QA

personnel and QA support contractors to stop unsatisfactory work.

Although USGS-NNWSI-QMP-lO.01, RO, para. 4.4 does state that the QA

manager has authority to stop work during course of a surveillance-, it is

not documented as to how this activity Is implemented. It should be noted

that the stop work authority appears to be limited to those activities

identified during the surveillance. No apparent provisions exist to stop

unsatisfactory work identified during audits, inspections or by other

means.

Finding No. 862a-9

The USGS QAPP-Rev. 0, Sec. QMP-1.O does not delineate the responsibility

and authority of each organization involved in the execution of activities

affecting quality, and does not address external and internal Interfaces

between organizational units. In the case of internal Interfaces, the

Geological Division QA Specialist Central and QA Specialist Western

Division, and Nuclear Hydrology QA Specialist responsibilities and author-

ities are not defined and documented. The aforementioned QA personnel as

depicted in the USGS Organization Chart do not appear to have access to

management levels such that they have the required organizational freedom

including sufficient independence from cost and schedule when opposed to

safety considerations. Note: see AFS 862a-1. Additionally, the USGS QA

organization does not clearly delineate the authority and responsibility

8



for the external interfaces between organizational units performing activ-

ities affecting quality e.g., Los Alamos National Laboratory which is

performing internal and external audits for the USGS and the Bureau of

Reclamation which is performing site characterization activities includ-

ing, but not limited to, surface hydrology.

Finding No. 862a-10

The USGS QAPP, Rev. 2 does not address provisions for the Quality

Assurance program to control activities associated with operation of the

core library facilities at the NTS for handling, storing, and distributing

material samples and core for the commercial nuclear waste management

activities at the NTS as required by the NNWSI Quality Assurance Plan.

Note: refer to AFS 862a-11 for additional information.

Finding No. 862a-11

The USGS Quality Assurance program does not maintain WMPO approved QA

administrative procedures for the storage, handling, and shipping of core

samples and other materials associated with NNWSI Project activities to

preclude damage, loss, or deterioration by environmental conditions. This

condition is of particular concern since the USGS is responsible, in part,

for the operation of the core library facilities at the NTS including,

handling, storing, and distributing material samples and core for the

commercial nuclear waste management activities at the NTS. Note: refer

to AFS 862a-10 for additional information.

Finding No. 862a-12

The USGS Quality Assurance Plan does not address provisions to be

established for the qualification of personnel, equipment, and procedures

and for the control of special process. verification methods to be

documented for core sample preparation. This condition is of particular
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concern since the USGS has and is presently processing core samples for

NNWSI Project activities prior to the development, review, and approval by

WMPO of these special process procedures.

Finding No. 862a-13

(Part 1) Many of the publication files requested for review did not

contain peer-review comments. In several publication files that did

contain peer-review comments, resolution of the comments by the author(s)

was unclear.

(Part 2) WMPO asked several interviewees to produce the written peer-

review procedures in effect prior to NNWSI-USGS-QMP-3.04, RO; evidence

that these procedures existed was not produced.

Finding No. 862a-14

The USGS has been and is performing numerous site investigations for the

NNWSI Project, as listed In the Work Breakdown Structure Dictionary,

without any approved site investigation plans, and therefore, has been and

is violating the QA Program requirements (See AFS 862a-14). The referred

paragraphs clearly prohibit any site investigations from being performed,

until and unless, a site investigation plan has been prepared, technically

reviewed, and approved by WMPO.

It is true that extensive plans are in existence, or are in preparation,

for the Site Charcterizatlon Plan (SCP) and the Exploratory Shaft Test

Plan (ESTP), but these plans are not in effect at this time. The USGS has

generally failed to provide, or to technically review, site investigation

plans for their activities within the site exploration phase of this

project.

It is also true that the USGS did prepare a Work Plan' for the USGS

Participation in the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations Project,

for the fiscal year 1985 activities, but this was apparently a preliminary

draft which was never completed, reviewed, or submitted to WMPO for
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approval. A similar document was also prepared for the fiscal year 1986,

but again, this was also apparently a preliminary draft which has not yet

been completed, reviewed, or submitted to WMPO for approval. These

documents do not therefore, fulfill the requirements of NVO-196-17, Para.

3.2.2 and 3.2.3. (See Audit Finding 862a-15.)

Finding No. 862a-15

The USGS QAPP does not provide for the planning of the site invesigation

activities affecting quality as required by Para. 2.1 of NVO-196-17, Rev.

3, as further amplified In Para. 2.1.2 of SOP-02-01, Rev. 0, and Para.

3.2.2 and 3.2.3 of NVO-196-17, Rev. 3.

Finding No. 862a-16

Certifications of audit personnel who have performed supplier evaluations

are not on file at USGS. Therefore, the acceptability of the supplier

evaluations performed by these individuals cannot be determined.

Finding No. 862a-17

USGS contracts with various support contractors (e.g.) Inst. of

Geophysics/Planetary Physics, Petrographic Services, Colorado School of

Mines, and others do not specify that these contractors will implement the

USGS QA Program for their activities nor does objective evidence exist to

demonstrate that these contractors have an equivalent program which meets

the requirements of the NNWSI Project QA Plan.

Finding No. 862a-18

The USGS QA program does not address provisions to control the utilization

of limited calendar life items or samples (e.g., water samples) to assure

that these Items or samples are not used after such time that their

chemical and physical properties may change which would affect the

resulting data.
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Finding No. 862a-19

There is no objective evidence to support performance of the required QA

Manager review. In addition there are no provisions in the USGS technical

procedures to require that this sample documentation be provided to the

USGS QA Manager for review.

Finding No. 862a-20

Copies of some required records, such as audits and reviews of technical

publications, are neither identifiable or retrievable.

Finding No. 862a-21

1. USGS records are being processed/reviewed using an unapproved QA

procedure - "QA Records Management Guidelines" dated 1/28/86.

2. Measures have not been established to identify/document those personnel

who are authorized to validate records.

Finding No. 862a-22

No documentation, USGS Corrective Action Request (CAR), has been generated

to identify numerous recurring conditions adverse to quality. There are

29 outstanding/open audit findings identified by Los Alamos for USGS which

have not been resolved; many of these identify recurring conditions.

Observations

The following observations were noted during the audit:

Observation No. 01

A report prepared by Will Carr (OFR-84-854) met the "Letter" of the

requirements described in NNWSI-USGS-QMP-3.04, RO (Technical Review of

NNWSI Publications). This procedure states, in part, that there will be
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two peer reviewers for each report prepared by the USGS. One of the

reviewers of this open-file report, however, recommended (in writing) that

another geologist review the report because of his familiarity with

certain parts of the subject matter. There ts no record of this third

review taking place. Therefore, a question arises concerning the

adequacy of the technical review of this publication.

Observation No. 02

In NNWSI-USGS-QMP-17.01, RO, Sec. 5, Para. 5.4.4 It states that documents

must be sent to the "Record Processing Center" within two weeks of

completion. This schedule seems rather unrealistic, and may require a

revision of the procedure.

Observation No. 03

The USGS has adopted a procedure (QMP-3.04, Rev. 0) for the technical

review of NNWSI-USGS publications, but this procedure does not address the

problem of data, Interpretations, conclusions, recommendations, and/or

reports which are not "published" officially by the USGS. The danger

exists that some data, interpretations, conclusions, recommendations

and/or "reports" could be used for a Quality Level I purpose, without any

technical review, because the USGS QAPP does not address this problem. If

this did happen, then it would be a violation of the intent of SOP-02-01.

The USGS should address this problem somehow.

Observation No. 04

Part 1 - NNWSI-USGS-QMP-2.01, Rev. 0, requires that the status, adequacy

and effectiveness of the NNWSI-USGS Quality Assurance Program be assessed

annually. This assessment is required to be documented in a Management

Assessment Report which is to be issued by October 31 of each year. This

procedure carries an effective date of 8/24/85 and was approved by WMPO on
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9/27/85. No Management Assessment Report has been issued to date,

presumably due to the short time the USGS QA Program has been implemented.

Based on discussions with the USGS QA Manager, this assessment is

scheduled to be performed in September of 1986.

Part 2 - Per the USGS procedure, the USGS Assistant Director assigns

responsibility for resolving quality-related problems and conditions

adverse to quality which are identified in the Management Assessment

Report. There is no method described regarding how these quality-related

problems and conditions adverse to quality are documented, tracked or

verified, for closure and there is no apparent involvement by Quality

Assurance in this process. A response to this observation is required.

Observation No. 05

Based on the number and nature of the findings identified as well as the

USGS estimates of manpower necessary to effectively implement the USGS QA

Program, it appears evident that the USGS QA organization is inadequately

staffed to achieve proper implementation of the QA Program at USGS.

6.0 CORRECTIVE ACTION

A written response to Audit Finding Sheets (AFSs) 862a-1 through 862a-22

(enclosed) is required. USGS should review and investigate the findings

to determine the cause and schedule appropriate action to prevent

recurrence. The response to the findings shall be in writing and included

on, or attached, to the AFSs for return to WMPO within thirty (30) working

days after receipt. In the event that the corrective action cannot be

completed within thirty (30) days, the response shall indicate a schedule

date for completion. A follow-up response by USGS must be sent to WMPO

when the action has been completed. All responses shall be addressed to

the Director, WMPO, and a copy shall be sent to the Lead Auditor

(S. B. Singer, SAIC). A formal answer to all observations except

observation No. 4 is optional. Observation No. 4 requires a response.
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I KJWMPO AUDIT FINDING SHEET (AFS) N-O85O

(To be used.for af AFSs with added sheets as required)

Audit Frdng No. 862a-1 Audited Checkist Reference 862a-1-7.1.1-2

Audited Orpabzation USGS - Denver
Control of Purchased Material,

Orgarnzaton Uhit QA Activity Eauipment and Services

Response Assiwed To W. W. Dudley, Jr. Reorted By (Audtor) N. Voltura/S. Sinqer

Requirenent (Cte) NNWSI-SOP-02-01, Rev. 0 (1) Para. 5.1.1 states in part: "Activities

that affect quality shall be prescribed by documented instructions, procedures ... of

type appropriate to the circumstances and shall be accomplished in accordance (cont'd

Frx*V Contrary to the above, the USGS QA Proqram does not have a WMPO-approved QA

procedure in place to address source evaluation and selection.

30 days afte
Approved By LA Response Due Date RepEint nf

Approved By WMPO/?N V o... 4/Io/gl Date Report

Response (To be completed by audited orgardzatior)

Imprneentation Date . Subrmitted By Date

To be conpleted by lead auditor (LA) and reviewed by WPO/NV

Corrective Action Response Reviewed by LA/Date
O Satisfactory 0 Laisatisfactory

Reviewed-by WMPOIN V/Date____________

Corrective Action Inplementation Reviewed by LA/Oate
o Satisfactory 0 Utsatisfactory

Reviewed by WIvFO/N V/Date__________

Reaudit Date

Remarks

Audit Fh&,g Closed O LA Concurence/Date

Reference and Nubzer(s) for unsatisfactory reaudit



WMPO Audit Finding No. 862a-1 cont'd

Req. cont'd

with these instructions, procedures . . ." (2) Para. 7.1 states in part:

"Measures shall be established to ensure that purchased material, equipment

and services conform to the procurement documents. These measures shall include

provisions, as appropriate, for source evaluation and selection . . ."



M.9Ix WMPO AUDIT FINDING SHEET (AFS) N,8A42

(To be used for all AFSs with added sheets as requred) USGS QMP-8.01

Audt Fring No. 862a-2 Audited Checkist Reference Rev. 0 Para. 4.1..

Audited Organization USGS - Denver
Metr;loqy Lab

Orgizatobn kit Rock Preparation Room Actvty tdentification& Control of Samoles

Response Assigned To W. W. Dudley, Jr. Reported By (Au.dtor) S. Singer

Requrement (Cite) NNWSI-USGS-OMP 8.01 Rev. 0 Section 1 Tdentification & Control of

Geologic & Hydroloqic Samples, Para. 1 Purpose, states: "This procedure defines the

method of identification and control of qeoloqic and hydroloqic samples to (cont'd)

FrofiV Contrary to the above J-13 water sample was found in a container which had no

identification other than the number J-13. When the enqineer was asked for any other

documents that were traceable to the sample, his reply was, "These documents are not

available."
30 days afte

Approved By LA Response Due Date Receipt of
Report

Approved By WMPO/NV A_ 3 Q i / v' / Date Report

Response (To be completed by audited orgarization.)

lIplemerntation Date Submitted By Date.

To be completed by lead auditor (A) and reviewed by WMPO/NV
Corrective Action Response Reviewed by LA/Date
0 Satisfactory : Unsatisfactory

Reviewed by WMPO/N V/Date __________

Corrective Action kIplementation Reviewed by LA/Date
O Satisfactory O Unsatisfactory

Reviewed by WMPO/N V/Date____________

Reaudit Date
Remarks

Audit Fwrig Closed 0 LA Concurrence/Date

Reference and Number(s) for unsatisfactory reaudit
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WMPO Audit Finding No. 862a-2 cont'd

Req. cont'd

assure their traceability until they are destroyed." Para. 2 Scope of Compliance,

states in part: "This procedure is applicable to all geologic and hydrologic

samples generated by USGS which support Quality Levels I and It activities for

NNWSI ProJect." Para. 4.1. "Information needed for each sample will include its

location, sampling plan, lot or batch, collector, date of collection, storage

location and physical description. This data shall be on documents traceable to the

sample throughout the samples' collection preparation, analysis and storage."



W 'MPO AUDIT FINDING SHEET (AFS) N6/850

(To be used for al AFSs with added sheets as requred.)

Audt Frwing No 862a-3 Audited Checkist Reference 862a-1-4.2.2

Audited Organzatsn USGS - Denver

Orgarizaton Uht QA Activity Procurement Doc. Control

Response As.ged To W. W. Dudley, Jr. Reported By (Audtor) N. Voltura/S. Singer

Requirement (Cite) NNWSI-USGS-QMP-4.01, Rev. 0 states: Para. 1: Purpose: "To establish

controls for ensuring that requisition documents include the applicable statements, re

ences or clauses to obtain procurement objectives for NNWSI Project related (cont'd)

Fiding Contrary to the above, a sample review of procurement documents identified incc

sistent implementation of USGS-QMP-4.01 in the following areas: (1) neither the pur-

chase requisition nor the NNWSI QA Procurement Form consistently identify any of the

following for QA Level I items or services: technical requirements, QA Program (cont'
30 days afte

Approved By LA /Response Due Date ReceiDt of
I Report

Approved By WMPO/NV J o 64L-s 1/1/ Date Report

Response (To be completed by audited organization.)

Irpiementation Date Submitted By Date

To be corpleted by lead auditor (LA) and reviewed by WWPO/NV
Corrective Action Response Reviewed by LA/Date
O Satisfactory 0 Unsatisfactory

Reviewed by WMPO/NV/Date

Corrective Action rripementation Reviewed by LA/Oate
O Satisfactory 0 Unsatisfactory

Reviewed by Wt4'/N V/Date _________

Reaudt Date

Remarks

Audt Ffing Closed 0 LA Concurrence/Date

Reference and Number(s) for unsatisfactory reaudit



WMPO Audit Finding No. 862a-3 cont'd

Req. cont'd

services, activities or Items." Para. 4.3 states in part: "Level I items/services

-- In addition to 4.1 and 4.2, requisition documents shall include provisions as

deemed necessary and applicable by the purchaser for the following: Technical

requirements . . ., QA Program requirements . . ., Rights of Access . .

Documentation Requirements . . ., Nonconformance reporting requirements . .

Para. 5.3 "QA Manager reviews & approves the requisition & QA Procurement forms . . .

Copies of the requisition documents for Level I items/services are forwarded

to . . . WMPO . .

Finding cont'd

requirements, Rights of access, Documentation requirements, provisions for

reporting nonconformances. Requisition #s - 4810-0116, 1/14/86; 4810-0041-86,

10/1/85; 4810-0109-86, 1/8/86; 4810-33310T, 12/27/85; 4810-0088, 12/17/85. (2) Lack

of documented evidence of USGS' QA Manager's review and approval of the requisition

and the QA Procurement form. Requisition #4810-0017-86, 9/18/85; #4810-0015-86,

8/20/85; #4810-0007-86, 8/85. (3) USGS personnel have approved the USGS NNWSI QA

Procurement form for the USGS QA Manager without documented authority to do so.

(4) Copies of all as-issued QA Level I procurement documents are not being

forwarded to WMPO.



WMPO AUDIT FINDING SHEET (AFS) N-6A-08
.6/85

(To beu.sed for at AFSs with added sheets as req.ured)

Audt Frx*t No. 862a-4 Audited Checkist Reference 862a-18.2.1.2

Audited Organization USGS - Denver

Organization Uit QA A Audi ts

Response Assoned To W. W. Dudley, Jr. Reported By (Audtor) N. Voltura/S. Singer

Requirement (Cite)NNWSI SOP-02-01, Rev.0 Para. 18.2.1 states in part: "Internal & extern

audits shall be scheduled in a manner that shall provide coverage & coordination with

ongoing QA program activities..." Para. 18.2.1.2 External Audits - Elements (cont'd)

Frm*n Contrary to the above, NNWSI-USGS-QMP-18.01, Rev. 0 does not address program

provisions for conducting external audits of suDlplers/contractors to USGS.

30 days aftet
Approved By LA Response -Due Date Receipt of

Approved By W1vO/NV X I/d /wff Date Report

Response (To be completed by audited organiza)

ImpLementation Date Subitted By Date

To be completed by lead auditor (LA) and reviewed by WMPO/WN
Corrective Action Response Reviewed by LA/Date
O Satisfactory : Unsatisfactory

Reviewed by WMPO/NYV/Date

Corrective Action Imprementation Reviewed by LA/Date
o Satisfactory : Unsatisfactory

Reviewed by WDa'OtNV/Date

- ~Reaudit Date_ .

Remarks

Audit Frtg Oosed 0 LA Concurrence/Date

Reference and Number(s) for unsatisfactory reaud
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WMPO Audit Finding No. 862a-4 cont'd

Req. cont'd

of a supplier's QA program shall be audited by the purchaser . . .



WMPO AUDIT FINDING SHEET (AFS) N-OA-C

(obe used for ei AFSs wrth added s~heets as re~ured.) QMP-12.01 para thog3 O-
No. 82ar5through 9 & SOP-0

Audi Frin*g No 862a-5 Audited Checkist Referencepage 37 & 38 - of

Audited Orgaratbon USGS - Denver para 12.1.4
Rock Properties

Orgarization Unit Measurements Lab Activity Control of M & TE

Response Assqed To W. W. Dudley, Jr. Reported By (Audtor)S. Singer

Requrernent (Cite) Chapter 12 Control of Measuring and Test Equipment Section 1, 2. SCOF

OF COMPLIANCE. This procedure applies to all USGS instruments that require calibratior

in support of the NNWSI Project. It applies to all NNWSI-USGS personnel and their (cor

Frying A review of the Rock Properties Measurement Lab revealed lack of compliance/imp

mentation in the following areas: (1) the QA Calibration Form is not being completed f

each instrument requiring calibration and is not being sent to the USGS QA Office pric

to the instrument's use. (2) The USGS QA Office is not entering this information (cont
3u aays ar,

Approved By LA Response Due Date Receipt of

Approved By WWPO/IWV Hi _ IV Date

Response (To be corrmeted by audited orgarizaton)

trrplerentation Date Submitted By Date -

To be corrpleted by Lead auditor (LA) and reviewed by WWO/NV
Corrective Action Response Reviewed by LA/Date
O Satisfactory C Lsatisfactory

Reviewed by WlMPO/N V/Date _________

Corrective Action Impementation Reviewed by LA/Oate
o Satisfactory C Unsatisfactory

Reviewed by WIvPO/NV/Date

Reaudit Date _

Remarks

Audit Frg Closed E LA Concurrence/Date

Reference and Number(s) for unsatisfactory reaudt



WMPO Audit Finding No. 862a-5 cont'd Req. cont'd

contractors. 4. RESPONSIBILITIES. 4.1 The

Principal Investigator (PI) is responsible for ensuring that USGS-controlled

instruments requiring calibration meet the requirements of this procedure.

5. PROCEDURE. 5.1 A QA Calibration Form (Attachment 1) shall be completed by

the PI or a delegate for each instrument requiring calibration and sent to the

USGS QA Office prior to the instrument's use. 5.2 The USGS QA Office shall.

enter the information into a calibration system, and provide the orginating

PI a copy of the information. 5.5 The Pt is responsible for ensuring that the

calibration status of instruments are displayed at some readily accessible

location. To comply, a sticker shall be affixed to each instrument denoting

the calibration status according to one of the following three cataegories:

1. Showing equipment identification, date calibrated, date recalibration is

due, procedure number and calibrator. 2. Indicating the equipment identifictation,

"OPERATOR TO CALIBRATE", and the procedure number. 3. Showing the equipment

identification and "NO CALIBRATION REQUIRED". 5.6 Nonconformance reports shall

be prepared in accordance with NNWSI-USGS-QMP-15.01 for instruments that are

used after the recalibration due date or displays no calibration status sticker.

6. QA REQUIREMENTS. 6.1 Personnel performing equipment calibration shall be

certified to have the qualifications necessary to perform the required cali-

bration. These qualifications shall be based on training and experience and

documented according to procedure NNWSI-USGS-QMP-2.03. 6.2 Calibration

standards used for calibration of instruments shall be traceable to the National

Bureau of Standards (NBS) or other known standards; this includes primary and

working standards. If NBS standards do not exist, the reference standard used

shall be supported by certificates, reports, or data sheets attesting to the



WMPO Audit Finding No. 862a-5 cont'd

Req. cont'd

date, accuracy, and conditions under which the results were obtained. If

reference standards are used, they will be stored and handled in such a way

as to maintain the required accuracy and characteristics of the standard.

6.3 The method and interval of calibration for each item shall be defined,

based on the type of equipment stability, characteristics, required accuracy,

intended use, the manufacturer's recommendations, and other conditions that

affect measurement control. Instruments that are out of calibration shall be

tagged or segregated and shall not be used until they have been recalibrated.

If any instrument is found to be out of calibration consistently, then it shall

be repaired or replaced. A calibration shall be performed when the accuracy

of the instrument is suspect. 8. RECORDS MANAGEMENT. The calibration forms

and any other documents associated with this procedure which are Quality Level I

or II documents shall be processed as an official NNWSI QA record.



WMPO Audit Finding No. 862a-5 cont'd

Finding cont'd

into a calibration system -- to include all affected instruments. (3) The

calibration status of instruments is not being displayed at a readily accessible

location. Stickers are not affixed to each instrument denoting the calibration

status in accordance with Para. 5.5 above. (4) Nonconformance reports have not

been written for instruments that display no calibration status sticker. (5) No

Documented certifications are on file for personnel performing equipment

calibrations. (6) Calibration standards used for calibration of instruments

are not traceable to the NBS or other known standards. Where NBS standards do

not exist, the reference standard is not supported by certificates, reports or

data sheets attesting to the date, accuracy and conditions under which the

results were obtained. (7) The method and interval of calibration for each item

has not been defined, based on the type of equipment stability, characteristics,

required accuracy, intended use, manufacturer's recommendations or other

conditions that affect measurement controls. (8) Instruments out of calibration

are not tagged or segregated. (9) Calibration forms, which are QA Level i or II

documents, are not processed as NNWSI QA records.



WMPO AUDIT FINDING SHEET (AFS) N-A-0

(To be used for as AFSs with added Seets as reqred)

Audt Frxng No. 862a-6 Audted Checkist Reference 862a-1 Page 7 of

Audted Orgarizabon USGS

Crgariaton iht Various Actvty Indoctrination & Training

Response Asskyed To W. W. Dudley, Jr. Reported By (Audtor)J- W. Estella

Reiurernent (Cte)NNWSI-USGS-QMP-2.02, Rev. 0, paragraph 4.1 requires that all personne

performing quality related activities receive indoctrination and training to the exten

necessary to perform their specific functions. Paragraph 4.2 states that the (cont'd)

Frxi*g Contrary to the above cited requirement, there is no documentation of indoctrin

tion and training of USGS personnel performing quality related activities. It should

also be noted that there is no apparent central control or accountability of the USGS

personnel working on the NNWSI Project to ensure that these personnel are (cont'd)
30 days afte

Approved By LA Response Due Date Receipt ofa

Approved By WNFO/NV £%. 4 /1/ f Date __Report

Response (To be completed by audited organization.)

prrie ntation Date Submitted By Date

To be completed by lead auditor (LA) and reviewed by WvPOIW
Corrective Action Response Reviewed by LA/Date
O Satisfactory C Unsatisfactory

Reviewed by WMPO/NV/Date

Corrective Action klnientation Reviewed by LA/Date
o Satisfactory O Unsatsfactory

Reviewed by Wlv1PO/N V/Date ___________

Reaudit Date

Remarks

Audit Fnding Closed 0 LA Concurrence/Date _

Reference and Nu&mbers) for unsatisfactory reaudt



WMPO Audit Finding No. 862a-6 cont'd

Req. cont'd

indoctrination and training activities shall be documented and retained as

a QA record.

Finding cont'd

properly indoctrinated, trained, and certified.



i WMPO AUDIT FINDING SHEET (AFS) N-OA-C[M 6/85

(To be used for al AFSs with added sheets as requred) -

Auct F no 86Na-7 Audted Checkist Reference 862a- pg 10 of

Audited Orgarization USGS

Orgarizaton Lkh Various Activty Personnel Certifications

Response Assgned To W. W. Dudley, Jr. Reported By (Audtor)J. W. Estella

Requirenment (Cite) NNWSI-SOP-02-01, Rev. 0 requires that personnel performing Quality Le\

I activities be certified to show competence to perform their specific duties, e.o.

design verification, document review, surveillance, etc.

Frodng Contrary to the above cited requirement, there are no certifications of personn,

who perform reviews of technical documents. In addition, many of the USGS technical

personnel certifications do not define the area of responsibility for which these

personnel are certified. Examples are: Edwardo A. Rodriquez, David A. Ponce, (cont'd)
_30 days aft

Approved By LA _ 'c''AResponse Due Date Recelot of

Approved By WWPO/WV G T Lt l/ia /71 Date Reoort

Response (To be cornPieted by audited organization.

kIpementation Date Subwitted By _ Date _

To be cosvgeted by lead auditor (LA) and reviewed by WNPO/NV
Corrective Action Response Reviewed by LA/Date
O Satisfactory C Unsatisfactory

Reviewed by WNPO/N V/Date _________

Corrective Action krplerentation Reviewed by LA/Date_ _

O Satisfactory O Lhusatsfactory
Reviewea by WNPO/NV/Date

Reaudit Date

Remarks

Audit Fixg Closed 0 LA Concurrence/Date

Reference and lNrber(s) for unsasfactory reaudit



WMPO Audit Finding No. 862a-7 cont'd

Finding cont'd

Gary D. Hamilton, John H. Healy, Robert J. Munroe, Brennen O'Neill, William H.

Prescott, Joann M. Stock, Joseph F. Svltek, Walter E. Wendt, Robert H. Colburn,

Edward E. Criley, Ronald M. Kaderabek, Jeff Wilson, Dean Whitman. In some

instances, the work experience included on the certifications of USGS technical

personnel does not support the activities which they are certified to perform.

Examples are: Susan Shipley, Paul E. Carrara, Richard Hay, Pamela Jenks,

Christine Arthur, Michael Chornak, Ibrahim Palaz. Also, the certifications of

Robert 0. Castle and Kenneth A. Sargent were not approved by the next higher

supervisory level as required by USGS procedure NNWSI-USGS-QMP-2.03, Rev. 0,

paragraph 3.2; these certifications had no approvals at all. It should be noted

that all the personnel certifications available for USGS technical personnel

were completed within the 2 weeks prior to this audit. It should also be noted

that the USGS QA program does not establish certification criteria for the USGS

technical personnel. The basis for certification as described on the USGS

certification form is subjective in nature. This also applies to the certi-

fication of Fenix and Scisson geologists who implement USGS activities. In

addition, there are no provisions in the USGS QA program for USGS to either

accept or concur with these certifications since these certifications are

performed by F&S personnel.



AUDIT FSEET AN-A-CWMPOFINDNG (FS) 6/85
(To be used for al AFSs wAth added sheets as requredj 862a-1, pg 1 of 1

Audt Findin 862a-8 Audted Checkist ReferenceQues. (1)

Audted Organezaton USGS

Orgarizaton Lht QA Activity I Organization

Response Asskred To W. W. Dudley, Jr. Reported By (Audtor) R.F. Cote/J.W. Estella

Requirenent (Cite) NVO-196-17-Rev. 3, pg. 8, para. 1.8, states in part: quality assuranc

personnel shall report to management levels such that they have sufficient authority a

organizational independence to identify quality problems; to initiate, recommend (con

Frxkng Contrary to the above requirements the USGS QA program does not adequately

address provisions for USGS QA personnel and QA support contractors to stop unsatisfac

tory work. Although USGS-NNWSI-QMP-10.01,RO, para. 4.4 does address that the QA manag

has authority to stop work during course of a surveillance, it is not documented (cont

Approved By LA /

Approved By WWOINV Q-1 4 /O
Response (To be cormpeted by audited organization)

30 days afte
Response Due Date Receipt of

Keport
Date

krnplementation Date Submitted By Date

To be completed by lead auditor (LA) and reviewed by WMPO/NV
Corrective Action Response Reviewed by LA/Date
E Satisfactory 0 Uhsatisfactory

Reviewed by WVVPO/NV/Date____________

Corrective Action krpleamentation Reviewed by LA/Date
O Satisfactory O Lksatisfactory

Reviewed by WNPO/N V/Date____________

Reaudit Date

Remarks

Audt Finog Closed C LA Concurrence/Date

Reference and Numberrs) for unsatisfactory reaudt



WMPO Audit Finding No. 862a-8 cont'd

Req. cont'd

or provide solutions; to verify implementation of solutions; and to stop

unsatisfactory work.

Finding cont'd

as to how this activity is implemented. It should be noted that the stop work

authority appears to be limited to those activities identified during the

surveillance. No apparent provisions exist to stop unsatisfactory work identified

during audits, inspections or by other means.



WMPO AUDIT FINDING SHEET (AFS) N-OA-C
~ M 6/855

(To be used for al AFSs with added sheets as reQurred) 862a, pg 2 of 102
AuditFrodog 82a-9Ques. 2, 3, 4a- p

Audt Fring No 862a-9 Audted CheckEst Referenceof 102, Ques. .

Audited Organeiation USGS

Orgarzabon Uit QA Activity Organization (1)

Response Assaged ToW. W. Dudley, Jr. Reported By (Audtor)R.F. Cote/J.W. Estella

Requirefment (OCte)NNWS-SOP-02-01-Rev. 0, Sec. 1.0, para. 1.2.4 organization states: "g

more than one organization is involved in the execution of activities affecting qualit

then the responsibility & authority of each organization shall be established (cont'd)

Eking Contrary to the above requirements, the USGS QAPP-Rev. 0, Sec. QMP-1.0 does not

delineate in writing the responsibility & authority of each organization involved in t

execution of activities affecting quality, and does not address external and internal-

interfaces between organizational units. In the case of internal interfaces, (cont'd)
Z1of ,1, , *30 days afte

Approved By LA _f, 4 Response Due Date Recepot of

Approved By WFO/NV A i. 4/io/X Date Report

Response (To be cornpeted by audited orgarization.)

Impiementation Date Submitted By Date

To be comrpeted by lead audtor (LA) and reviewed by WWO/NV
Corrective Action Response Reviewed by LA/Date -

o Satisfactory C Unsatisfactory
Reviewed by WWPO/W/Date

Corrective Action Impementation Reviewed by LA/Date
O Satisfactory O Ulnsatisfactory

Reviewed by WNPOtW/Date

Reaudit Date -

Remarks

Audit FrykV Closed O LA Concurrence/Date

Reference and xriber(s) for unsatisfactory reaud



WMPO Audit Finding No. 862a-9 cont'd

Req. cont'd

clearly and documented. The external interfaces between organizations and the

internal interfaces between organizational units and changes thereto shall be

documented. Interface responsibilities shall be defined and documented."

NNWSI-SOP-02-01-Rev. 0, Par. 1.1.1; Organization, states in part . . the

authority and duties of persons and organzations performing activities affecting

quality shall be clearly established and delineated in writing.

Finding cont'd

the Geological Division QA Specialist Central & QA Specialist Western Division,

and Nuclear Hydrology QA Specialist responsibilities and authorities are not

defined and documented. The aforementioned QA personnel as depicted in the USGS

Organization Chart do not appear to have access to management levels such that

they have the required organizational freedom including sufficient independence

from cost and schedule when opposed to safety considerations. Note: see AFS-86-2A-1.

Additionally, the USGS QA organization does not clearly delineate in writing the

authority and responsibility for the external interfaces between organizational

units performing activities affecting quality e.g. Los Alamos National Laboratory

who is performing internal and external audits for the USGS and the Bureau of

Reclamation who is performing site characterization activities including, but not

limited to, surface hydrology.
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LI WMPO AUDIT FINDING SHEET (AFS) N-OA-O6/,85

(To be used for al AFSs with added sheets as requred) 862a-1, pg 3 of 1C

Audt Fixing No 862a-10 Audted Checkist ReferenceQues. 5.

Audrted COranzabon USGS

Organization UL* QA Actvity II Program

Response Assigned To W. W. Dudley, Jr. Reported By (Audtor) R.F. Cote/J.W. Estella

Requirerrent (Cde)NNWSI-SOP-02-01-Rev. 0. Sec. 2.0, Par. 2.1.1; Program; states in part.

the program shall identify the systems, structures, components, and activities to be

covered by the QA Program Plan.

Frxjng Contrary to the above requirement; the USGS QAPP, Rev. 2 does not address pro-

visions for the Oualitv Assurance program to control activities associated with ogera-

tion of the core library facilities at the NTS for handling, storing, and distributing

material samples and core for the commercial nuclear waste manacement activities (coni

Approved By LA I Z R o D DtA ofe e R at o

Approved By WNI'O/NV ' abLJ+ 41 /rip Date Report

Response (To be corndIeted by audted orgaruzation.)

Irrlenmentation Date Subuitted By , Date _

To be completed by lead audtor (LA) and reviewed by WNPOINV
Correctve Action Response Reviewed by LA/Date .
El Satisfactory O Unsatisfactory

Review ed by W?1POINV"VDate _________

Corrective Action knvremnentation Reviewed by LA/Date
0 Satisfactory a Lkisatisfactory

Reviewed by W WhF O/ W//Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Reaudt Date

Rernarks

Audt FrxiV Oosed 3 LA Concurrence/Date

Reference and M.ubexrs) for unsatisfactory reaudt



WMPO Audit Finding No. 862a-10 cont'd

Finding cont'd

at the NTS as required by the NNWSI Quality Assurance Plan. Note: refer to

AFS-86-2A-11 for additional information.
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WMPO AUDIT FINDING SHEET (AFS) N-OA5

(To be used for al AFSs with added sheets as requred) 862a-1, pg 45 of
0. 86a-11102 Ques. (3) an~

Audt Frxng No 862a-11 Audted Checkist Reference6O of 102 Ques.

Audted Orgartzaton USGS

Orgarizabtn Uit QA Activity (13) Storage Handlino & Shiooing

Response Assgned To W- W. Oudley, Jr. Reported By (Audtor)R.F. Cote/J.W. Estella

Requcrement (Cte) Req. No. 1 NVO-196-17-Rev. 3,Sec. 5.0, par. 5.1, states in part all
activities affecting quality on the NNWSI project will be performed utilizing approve

instructions, procedures, drawings, or other documents. . (cont'd)

FrKkg Contrary to the above requirement; the USGS Quality Assurance oroaram does not

maintain WMPO approved QA administrative procedures for the storage handling & shippin

of core samples and other materials associated with NNWSI activities to preclude damag

loss, or deterioration by environmental conditions. This condition is of (cont'd)

Approved By LA z//o Response Due Date lecei~t ot
v ^ , Report

Approved By WWOMNV -ja" _p D X Rep Dote

Response (To be completed by audted organizaton)

lrrdementation Date Submitted By Date

To be conpleted by lead audtor (LA) and reviewed by WMPO/NV
Corrective Action Response Reviewed by LA/Date
O Satisfactory 0 LkIsatisfactory

Reviewed by W?'PO/NV/Date____________

Corrective Action Ilnementation Reviewed by LA/Oate
O Satisfactory 0 Lisatisfactory

Reviewed by WM4OlN V/Date ___________

Reaudt Date
Remarks

Audt Firdng Cosed O LA Concurrence/Date

Reference and Numerns) for unsatisfactory reaudit



*

WMPO Audit Finding No. 862a-11 cont'd

Req. cont'd

Req. No. 2 NV0-196-17-Rev. 3, Sec. 5.0, Par. 5.1, states: QA administrative

procedures or documents provide instructions for implementation and application

of NVO-196-17 and the participating organizations' . . QAPPs. Req. No. 3

NVO-196-17-Rev. 3, Sec. 5.0, Par. 5.3, states in part: the administrative QA

procedures will require WMPO review and approval prior to use.

Finding cont'd

particular concern since the USGS is responsible in part for the operation of

the core library facilities at the NTS including, handling, storing, and

distributing material samples and core for the commercial nuclear waste man-

agement activities at the NTS. Note: refer to AFS 86-2A-10 for additional

information.
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w WMPO AUDIT FINDING SHEET (AFS) 6-8A5

(To be used for aJ AFSs wth added sheets as requre.) 862a-1, oo 44 of

Audt Fing No. 862a-12 Audted Checkist Reference 102 Ques.(1) and

Audted Orgarizabon USGS

Organizaton Uht QA Activity (9) Control of Processes

Response Assgned To W. W. Dudley, Jr. Rewrted By (Audtor) R.F. Cote/J.W. Estelli

ReQiremnent (Cite) Req. No. 1 NVO-196-17-Rev. 3, Sec. 9.0, Par. 9.2; states; when specie

processes are required to control quality, the use of qualified personnel, equipment,

procedures is necessary, the criteria for qualification of personnel, equipment , (con

Frang Contrary to the above requirement(s), the USGS Quality Assurance Plan does not

address provisions to be established for the qualification of personnel, equipment, an

procedures and for the control of special process verification methods to be documents

for core sample preparation. This condition is of particular concern since the (cont'd

J~0d4ys afte
Approved By LA 3/ Response Due Date d eei t of

Approved By WWO/NV .\- I /"' Date Report

Response (To be completed by audited organization.)

Impkementation Date Submitted By Date

To be completed by lead auditor (LA) and reviewed by WNWO/NV
Corrective Action Response Reviewed by LA/Date
0 Satisfactory 0 LUsatisfactory

Reviewed by W?4'O/NV/Date__________

Corrective Action ImpLementation Reviewed by LA/Date
o Satisfactory O Unsatsfactory

Reviewed by WWO/NV/Date

Reaudt Date

Remarks

Audt Fnck Closed C LA Concurrence/Date

Reference and Nunter(s) for unsatisfactory reaudt



WMPO Audit 
Finding No. 

862a-12 cont'd

and procedures, 
and the maintenance 

of the qualification 
records will 

be specified

in the participating 
organizations' 

and NTS support 
contractors' 

QA programs.

Special process 
verification 

methods and 
criteria will 

also be documented 
and

retained. 
Req. No. 2 

NVO-196-17-Rev. 
3, Sec. 9.0, 

Par. 9.3; 
states in part

examples of 
special processes 

include, but 
are not limited 

to . . core sample

preparation. 
Req. No. 3 

NVO-196-17-Rev. 
3, Sec. 9.0, 

Par. 9.4; 
states; for

QA Level I 
activities, 

the participating 
organizations 

and NTS support 
contractors

will forward 
their special 

process procedures 
to WMPO for 

review and 
approval

prior to use.

E~nding-gont'd

USGS has and 
is presently 

processing 
core samples 

for NNWSI 
activities 

prior to

the development 
review and 

approval by 
WMPO of these 

special process procedures.
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a WMPO AUDIT FINDING SHEET (AFS) N6/85-2'

(To be used for al AFSs with added sheets as requred.)
862a-1386-2a, pages 6, 8,

Audit FrK*ng No. 82-3Audited Checkist Reference 9, 11, 13-15.

Audted gan U.S. Geological Survey - Denver

Orgariation Uht Geologic/Hydrologic Divs. Activit ie cumen atson

Response Assigned To W. W. Dudley, Jr. Reported By (Audtor) Ed Oakes

Recuirernent (Cite) (Part 1) NNWSI 196-17, Rev. 0 (1980), Sec. 17, Para. 17.1 and USGS-

QAPP-01 RO, Sec. 17 states that sufficient records, including the results of technical

reviews, will be maintained to support conclusions reached from investigations, (cont'

FrkfirQ (Part 1) Many of the publication files requested for review did not contain pee

review comments. In several publication files that did contain peer-review comments,

resolution of the comments by the author(s) was unclear. (Part 2) WMPO asked several

interviewees to produce the written peer-review procedures in effect orior to (cont'd)
30 days after

Approved Sy LA Response Due Date Receipt of
Report

Approved By WMPO/NV '4 Ifo1 d D4/f Date Report

Response (To be completed by audited orgarization.)

lnrlenptentation Date Submitted By Date__-

To be completed by lead auditor (LA) and reviewed by W VVO/IN
Corrective Action Response Reviewed by LA/Date
O Satisfactory E LhUsatisfactory

Reviewed by WMPO/NV/Date

Corrective Action Implementation Reviewed by LA/Oate
a Satisfactory 0 ULsatisfactory

Reviewed by WMPO/NV/Date

Reaudit Date

Remarks

Audit Fnudng Closed C LA Concurrence/Date _

Reference and N.mber(s) for unsatisfactory reaudit



WMPO Audit Finding No. 862a-13 cont'd

Req. cont'd

and (Part 2) NNWSI 196-17 Rev. 0 (1980), Sec. 6, Para. 6.1. states that each

participating organization have existing written procedures which describe how

They control their own quality-related documents.

Finding cont'd

NNWSI-USGS-QMP-3.04, Rev. 0; evidence that these procedures existed was not

produced.



MX WMPO AUDIT FINDING SHEET (AFS) N-OA-(

(To be used for a1 AFSs wUth added sheets as reqred) 862a-2, pg 3

Audt Fri*n No. 862a-14 Audted CheckEst Reference #3 & #6

Audted Ogition USGS - Denver

Orgaizaton Uht Site Investiqation Activity Documentation

Response Assned To W. W. Dudley, Jr. Repwoted By (Audtor) Forrest 0. Peters

Requirement (Cte)NVO 196-17 Rev. 3 Para. 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 3.2.2 Prior to the start of i

site investigation, the responsible Participating Organization shall develop a plan wh

will describe the tests and experiments which will be utilized to determine the (cont'

Fining The USGS has been and is performing numerous site investigations for the NNWSI

project, as listed in The Work Breakdown Structure Dictionary, without any approved

site investigation plans, and therefore, has been and is violating the requirements ol

the referred paragraphs. The referred paragraphs clearly prohibit any site (cont'd)

Approved By LA _ ' - g ; d 4P/P1( Response Due Date keo te

Approved By WMP04 /N"W Oate ______4____Dae_

Response (To be compaleted by audted organization.)

hverremntaton Date Submitted By Date _

To be corpleted by lead audtor (LA) and reviewed by WWPO/NV
Corrective Action Response Reviewed by LA/Date _
O Satisfactory 0 Unsatisfactory

Reviewed by WMP>ftL"V/Oate ____________

Corrective Action hipementation Reviewed by LA/Date
O Satisfactory 0 LUisatisfactory

Reviewed by WNPO/NV/Date___________

Reaudit Date

Remarks

Audit Frog Closed 0 LA Concurrence/Date

Reference and Nunber(s) for unsatisfactory reaudt



a a

WMPO Audit Finding No. 862a-14 cont'd

Rea. cont'd

geologic, hydrologic, geotechnical, or tectonic mean values and range of

uncertainties of the natural host formation. The plan shall present sufficient

detail to determine whether or not the activities to be conducted, the methods

of analyzing the data to be gathered, and the modeling methods will ensure that

the end results will provide sufficient information necessary to evaluate the

characteristics of the natural barriers against the criteria specified in 10 CFR 191.

3.2.3 The responsible Participating Organizatien shall conduct a technical review on

the plan prior to the start of any activities associated with the plan.

Finding cont'd

investigations from being performed, until and unless, a site investigation plan

has been prepared, technically reviewed, and approved by WMPO.

It Is true that extensive plans are in existence, or are in preparation, for

the site characterization plan (SCP) and the exploratory shaft test plan (ESTP),

but these plans are not In effect at this time. The USGS has generally failed to

provide, or to technically review, site investigation plans for their activities

within the site exploration phase of this project.

It is also true that the USGS did prepare a Work Plan for the USGS Partici-

pation in the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigation, for the fiscal year 1985

activities, but this was apparently a preliminary draft which was never completed,

reviewed, or submitted to WMPO for approval. A similar document was also prepared

for the fiscal year 1986, but again, this was also apparently a preliminary draft

which has not yet been completed, reviewed, or submitted to WMPO for approval.

These documents do not therefore, fulfill the requirements of NVO 196-17 Para 3.2.2

and 3.2.3.

(See Audit Finding 862a-15.)
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WKI WMPO AUDIT FINDING SHEET (AFS) N-Wk-02

(Tc to used for ad AFSs wTth added sheets as requied) 862a-2 pg. 3

Aud t Fihg NN _ 862a-15 Audted Checkist Reference #4 & #6

Audted Crganeaton USGS - Denver

Orgaeatmn ULit QA Ac~ity Preparation of USGS QAPP

Response Assiged To W. W. Dudley, Jr. RepCrted By (Audtor)Forr-est D. Peters

Requirement (Cte) NVO 196-17 Rev. 3 Para. 2.1, 3.2.2, and 3.2.3. SOP 02-01 Para. 2.1.2

The QAPPs shall provide for the planning and accomplishment of activities affecting

quality under suitable controlled conditions. Controlled conditions include the (cont'

Findin The USGS QAPP does not provide for the planning of the site investigation

activities affecting quality as required by (Para. 2.1) of NVO 196-17 Rev. 3, as furthi

amplified in Para. 2.1.2 of SOP 02-01 Rev. 0, and Para. 3.2.2. and 3.2.3 of NVO 196-17

Rev. 3.
30 days afte

Approved Ey LA V X * Respcme Due Date eceipt of

Approved By W Date Report

Response (To be convieted by audted organization)

knpenientation Date , Subnitted By , Date

To be con~ieted by lead audtor LA and reviewed by W WkONV
Corrective Action Response Reviewed by LAJOate _
C Satisfactory a Uhsatftfactory

Reviewed by WMPO/N V/Date ___________

Corrective Action hbreentaton Reviewed by LA/Oate _
a Satisfactory 0 Linsatisfactory

Revbewed by WNPOINV/Date ___________

Reaudt Date
Remarks

Audit F ieg Closed 3 LA Concurrenceioato _

Reference and Ntrber(s) for unsatisfactory reaudt
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WMPO Audit Finding No. 86-2a-15 cont'd

Req. cont'd

use of appropriate equipment, suitable environmental

conditions for accomplishing the activity, assurance that prerequisites for the

given activity have been satisfied, and control for verification of quality

activities. SOP 02-01 2.1.2 Activities that affect quality should be planned and

documented to assure a systematic approach. Planning should result in the documented

identification of methods and organizational responsibilities. Planning should be

performed as early as practical and no later than the start of those activities

that are to be controlled to assure interface compatibility and a satisfactory

approach to QA. NVO 196-17 3.2.2 Prior to the start of a site investigation, the

responsible Participating Organization shall develop a plan which will describe the

tests and experiments which will be utilized to determine the geologic, hydrologic,

geotechnical, or tectonic mean values and range of uncertainties of the natural

host formation. The plan shall present sufficient detail to determine whether or

not the activities to be conducted, the methods of analyzing the data to be gathered,

and the modeling methods will ensure that the end results will provide sufficient

information necessary to evaluate the characteristics of the natural barriers

against the criteria specified in 10 CFR 191. 3.2.3 The responsible Participating

Organization shall conduct a technical review on the plan prior to the start of any

activities associated with the plan.



A

WK¶J WMPO AUDIT FINDING SHEET (AFS) N-OA-

(To be used f;r aJ AFSs with added sheets as requred)

Audt Frwwkg No. 862a-16 Audted Checkist Reference (See note below,

Audted Cegrat~aion USGS - Denver
OAuti Orgartion U -ADenverSupPlier Evaluations/Certification
Crgarizatxn Lk-it QA_ Activty of Hersonnel

Response Assgned To W. W. Dudley, Jr. Reported Ey (Audtor) N. Voltura/S. Singer

Requrernent (ite)SOP-02-01, Rev. 0 Para. 17.1.1 states: "Sufficient records shall be

maintained to furnish evidence of activities that affect quality. The records shall

include at least the followinq: . . . qualifications.of personnel . .

Frxdng Contrary to the above, certifications of audit personnel who have performed

supplier evaluations are not on file at USGS. Therefore, the acceptability of the

supplier evaluations performed by these individuals cannot be determined.

ApprovedBy LA AlResponse Due DateeclP ofApproved 8y LA _______R___djyt f

Approved By WMO/NV 4 4//T/ Date Report

Response (To be completed by audted organization.)

hbmerntation Date Submitted By Date -

To be completed by lead audtor (LA) and reviewed by WMPO/NV
Corrective Action Response Reviewed by LA/Date
o Satisfactory 0 Unsatisfactory

Reviewed by WMAPO/NV/Date

Corrective Action Imrplemnetation Reviewed by LA/Date
o Satisfactory 0 Lksatzsfactory

Reviewed by WWO/V/Oate

Reaudit Date
Remarks

Audit Frdng Closed 0 LA Concurrence/Date _

Reference and k frtbes) for unsatisfactory reaudit



WMPO AUDIT FINDING SHEET (AFS) N-OAC

(To be used for al AFSs wvth added sheets as requred) 862a-1, pg 4 of

Audt Frdrq No. 862a-17 Audted Checkist Reference 102 Ques. 6.A, 6.

Audted rganization USGS

Organzatim Uht QA Actvty Organization (I)

Response Assgqed To W.W. Dudley, Jr. Reported By (Audtor) R.F. Cote/J.W. Estella

Rec.remnent (Cte) NNWSI-USGS-QMP-1.Ol, RO. Pg. 5 of 5, Par. 4.10; states: "All support

other contractors with activities directed at the NNWSI-USGS Project shall either compl

with the requirements of the NNWSI-USGS QA Program Plan as specified by contract (cont'

Frx*n Contrary to the above requirement, USGS contracts with various suDoort contract

(e.g.) Inst. of Geoohvsics/Planetarv Physics, Petrographic Services. Colorado School of

Mines, and others do not specify that these contractors will implement the USGS QA

Program for their activities nor does objective evidence exist to demonstrate (cont'd)

Approved By LA _ / ________-A _____

Approved By WWO/N V 4/

Response (To be cormpeted by audited organization)

Response DOe Date idocei 0
Report

Date

hVrermentation Date Subnitted By. Date -

To be compveted by lead auditor (LA) and reviewed by WNPO/NV
Correctrve Action Response Reviewed by LA/Date
O Satisfactory O Lksatisfactory

Reviewed by WMPO/NV/Date

Corrective Action hIeentation Reviewed by LA/Date
O Satisfactory 0 Lhsatsfactory

Reviewed by WNPO/NW/Date_

Reaudit Date

Remarks

Audit Fhnc Oosed O LA Concurrence/Date

Reference and hnumer(s) for unsatisfactory reaudt



WMPO Audit Finding No. 862a-17 cont'd

Req. cont'd

or.they shall have an equivalent program of their own."

Finding cont'd

that these contractors have an equivalent program which meets the requirements of

the NNWSI Project QA Plan.



. 6

WMPO AUDIT FINDING SHEET (AFS) 68

(To be used for &I AFSs wtth added sheets as requiredJ 862a, pg 43 of I

Audt F* 862a-18 Audited Checkist Reference Ques. 7

Audted Organization USGS

Organization Lht OA Actvitly Criteria (8)

Response Assgned To W. W. Dudley, Jr. Reported By (Audtor) R.F. Cote/J.W. Estelli

Requirenent (Cite) NNWSI-SOP-02-01-Rev. 0, Sec. 8.0, Par. 8.2.2.2, states: items or

samples having limited calendar life, or items having limited operating life or cycles

shall be identified and controlled to preclude use of items or samples for which (cont

Frx*n Contrary to the above requirements, the USGS QA program does not address provi-

sions to control the utilization of limited calendar life items or samoles (e.g.) wite

samples to assure that these items or samples are not used after such time that their

chemical and physical properties may change which would affect the resulting data.
30 days aft.

Approved By LA Response Due Date Receiot of

Approved By WMPO/NV /"f 5 Date Report

Response (To be completed by audted organization.)

Implementation Date Subtritted By Date -

To be conpleted by lead audtor (LA) and reviewed by WNPO/NV
Corrective Action Response Reviewed by LA/Date
o Satisfactory E Uhsatisfactory

Reviewed by WMP'O/N V/Date

Corrective Action Inknmnentaton Reviewed by LA/Date
o Satisfactory 0 Lksatsfactory

Reviewed by WNMPO/NV/Date

Reaudt Date

Remarks

Audt FwincV Cosed O LA Concurrence/Date

Reference and Mxnibers) for unsatisfactory reaudit



WMPO Audit Finding No. 862a-18 cont'd

Req. cont'd

the shelf life or operating life has expired.



Iowa WMPO AUDIT FINDING SHEET (AFS) N--^A 02

(To be used for al AFSs with added sheets as required)

Audit Froig No. 862a-19 Audited Checkist Reference 862a-1 pq.43 of I

Audited Organization USGS
identification and Control of

Orgarizaton t _Quality Assurance Activity Materals, Parts & Components

Response Assgned To_ Reported By (Auditor) J. W. Estella

Requirenent (Cte) NNWSI-USGS-QMP-8.01, Rev. 0, paragraph 3 requires the identification

geologic and hydrologic samples to be controlled from initial collection through

disposal and that this identification be correlated from the sample to (cont'd)

FrKkns Contrary to the above cited requirement, there is no objective evidence to

support that the required QA Manager review is being performed. In addition there are

no provisions in the USGS technical procedures to require that this sample documentati

be provided to the USGS QA Manager for review.
30 days afte

Approved Ey LA Response Due Date -Receit of

Approved By WMPO/NV do q I/// Date Report

Response (To be completed by audited orgarization.)

Irmplementation Date _ Submitted By Date

To be completed by lad auditor (LA) and reviewed by WMO/WP/
Corrective Action Response Reviewed by LA/Date
O Satisfactory l Unsatisfactory

Reviewed by WPO/NV/Date __________

Corrective Action Inplementaton Reviewed by LA/Oateo Satisfactory a Unsatisfactory
Reviewed by WMPO/NV/Date

Reaudit Date

Remarks

Audit Friding Oosed 0 LA Concurrence/Oate

Reference and Nunber(s) for unsatsfactory reaudit



WMPO Audit Finding No. 862a-19 cont'd

Req. cont'd

pertinent documents. Paragraph 5 of this procedure requires that once the sample

has undergone all tests and analyses, the sample documents must be reviewed for

completeness and adequacy by the QA Manager. This review must be documented by

signature of the QA Manager.



o T
WMPO AUDIT FINDING SHEET (AFS) 68

(To be used for al AFSs witi added sheets as requred) 862a, pg. 72,

Audt FrmVg No. 862a-20 Audted Checkli Reference Ques. (1)

Audted Orgaization U.S. Geological Survey - Denver

Orgarizatim Uh Record Processing Center Activity Quality Assurance Records

Response Ass~ied To W. W. Dudley, Jr. Repotted By (Audit) Ed Oakes

Requrement (Cite) NNWSI-SOP-02-01 (RO), Sec. 17, Para. 17.1.1 requires that specific

records be maintained in the USGS's "Record Processing Center."

FrdIn Copies of some required records, such as audits and reviews of technical

publications, are neither identifiable or retrievable.

JO days a~te
Approved By LA _Response Due Oate Receiot of

Approved By WWO/NV j QdL 4 /vo / Date Report

Response (To be completed by audted orgaizatron)

Implementation Oate . Subnitted By Wte

To be completed by lead audftor (LA) and reviewed by WMPO/NV
Corrective Action Response Reviewed by LA/Date
C Satisfactory C! Uhsatsfactory

Reviewed by WN~FO/NV/Oate __________

Corrective Acton krphementation Reviewed by LA/Date
a Satisfactory 0 UhsatsfactoryR

Reviewed by WVNFON V/YDate ___________

Reauit Date _

Remarks

Audt Fidng Closed 0 LA Concurrence/Date __

Reference and N'unberds) for unsatsfactory reaudi _



WM AUTNE-O(A

(To be used for Al AFSs with added sheets as reqired)

Audit Frfrq Nk* 862a-21 Audted Checkist Reference Page 82 of 102

Audted Organzation USGS - Denver

rganizatin Lht Records Processing Center Activity QA Records

Response Assigied To W. W. Dudley, Jr. Reported By (Audtor) Ed Oakes

Requirement (Cte) SOP-02-01, Rev. 0 (1) Para. 5.1.1 states in part: "Activities that

affect quality shall be prescribed in documented instructions, procedures . . . of a

type appropriate to the circumstances . . .' Para. 5.3.1 states in part: (cont'd)

Flx* (1) Contrary to requirements 1 & 2 above, USGS records are being processed/re-

viewed using an unapproved QA procedure - "QA Records Management Guidelines" dated

1/28/86. (2) Contrary to requirement 3 above, measures have not been established to

identify/document those personnel who are authorized to validate records.

Approved By LA_ Response Due Oat. ,ecez 4
Approved By WMPO/NV te. Report

Response (To be compl4eted by audited orgaruzation.)

lmpkemnentatlon Date , Submitted By Date.

To be completed by lead audtor (LA) and reviewed by WN1PO/NV
Corrective Action Response Reviewed by LA/Date
: Satifactory: 0 Usatisfactory

Reviewed by WMPO/NV/Oate

Corrective Action kraletation Reviewed by LA/Date
Q Satisfactory O Unsatisfactory

Reviewed by WNPO/NV/Date

. Reaudit Date
_

Remarks

Audit Fring Oosed 03 LA Concurrence/Date -,

Reference and Wmnber(s) for unsatisfactory reaudit __-



V

WMPO Audit Finding No. 862a-21 cont'd

Req. cont'd

". . . QA administrative documents for Level I shall be approved by WMPO

before they can be used." (2) USGS-QMP-17.01, Para. 4.3 states in part: "The

Records Administrator is responsible for management and implementation of the

USGS records management system. This includes instituting a program to review

potential QA records to ensure their completeness, suitability and legibility,

and for retention processing. The Administrator will also be responsible for

receipt control, indexing and submittal to the PRC." (3) USGS-QMP-17.01, Para.

5.5 states in part: "All documents, including controlled documents, are to be

stamped, initialed, or signed and dated by authorized personnel, or otherwise

authenticated, appropriate to the class of the documents . .



56

W.,T WMPO AUDIT FINDING SHEET (AFS) 'AO2

(To be used for &I AFSs with added sheets as requred.

AUdt FWx*V No. 862a-22 Audted Checkist Reference 862a-16.5.1

Audted san USGS - Denver

Organization Wht OA A CR, CAR and Audit Procedures

Response Assigned To W. W. Dudley, Jr. Reported By (Audtor) N. Voltura/S. Singer

Requirement (Cite) NNWSI-USGS-QMP-16.01, Rev, O Para. 5.1 states in part: " . . .Periodi

examination of Nonconformance Reports, Audit Reports, or other documents often reveal

the need for a CAR, but a CAR also may be issued as a result of any observation (cont'

Fr~ Contrary to the above, no documentation, USGS CAR, has been generated to identi

numerous recurring conditions adverse to quality. There are 29 outstanding/open audit

findings identified by LANL for USGS which have not been resolved; many of these

identify recurring conditions.
30 days afte

Approved By LA o a A Response Due Date Receibt of

Approved By WNFO/NVJ*','-a 3LI 4//o/ 6 Date Report

Response (To be conpieted by auited orgarizationJ

hnpirmentation Date Subnitted By Date

To be connpleted by lead audtor (LA) and reviewed by Wt4PO/NV
Corrective Action Response Reviewed by LA/Oate
C Satisfactory Lhsatisfactory

Re viewed by WM~PO /NV/O ate -___________

Corrective Action knplreentation Reviewed by LA/Date
Q Satisfactory 0 Unsatisfactory

Reviewed by WMPO/NV/Date_

Reaudit Date

Remarks

Audit Fridig Cosed 0 LA Concurrence/Date

Reference and Nirnber(s) for unsatisfactory reaudtit



WMPO Audit Finding No. 862a-22 cont'd

Req. cont'd

which discloses a I'. . .recurring adverse situation or condition."'



Report of OGR Participation in WMPO QA Audit of USGS - Denver

Auditing Organization: Waste Management Project Office,
Nevada Operations Office

Audited organization: United States Geological Survey, Denver

Dates of Audit:- March 11 - 14, 1986

Audit Scope: (1) Programmatic (all 18 criteria)
(2) Technical (Selected technical reports

supporting EA)

Audit Team Members: Sam Singer, SAIC (Lead-Auditor)
- Nancy Voltura, SAIC (Auditor)

- John Estella, SAIC (Auditor)
Ron Cote, SAIC (Auditor in Training)
Forest Peters, SAIC (Auditor in Training)
Ed Oakes, SAIC (Technical Advisor)
Carl Newton, DOE-HQ (Auditor in Training)
Paul Prestholt, NRC-EQ (Observer)
Susan Billhorn, NRC-EQ (Observer)

Summary of Audit:

The audit was divided into three teams. The first team, led by
Sam Singer, conducted a programmatic audit of criteria 4, 6, 7,
12, 15, 16 and 18. John Estella led a second team in a program-
matic audit of criteria 1, 2, 8, 9, 10, 13 and 14. The second
team was also responsible for verification of corrective action
taken if response to the findings from the previous audit (#85-12).
A third team led by Ed Oakes conducted a technical audit in which
selected reports referenced in the Environmental Assessment were
reviewed for adequacy. The third team also examined criteria 3,
5, 11, and 17 and some selected test procedures.

At the end of the second day of the audit it was apparent to all
audit team members that the USGS work was not being controlled by
the QA program and that significant problems adverse to quality
were prevelant. The team unamicusly voted to recommend to the
WHPO project manager that he stop work at USGS until the signifi-
cant problems were corrected..

At the exit meeting the Audit Team Leader reviewed the 25 expected
findings from the audit. The most serious, in my opinion, are:



- 2 -

1. The lack of an indoctrination and training program which
has led to an ignorance among USGS personnel of quality
requirements, such as instrument calibration and the
conduct of peer reviews, and an apathy by management
and-workers toward documentation of quality achievement.

2. The: lack of detailed site investigation plans describ'
ing the work that USGS proposes to do for WMPO over
the next year.

3. The failure to clearly delinate authority and respon-
sibility within the USGS organization and between
USGS.and other participants, such as the Bureau of
Reclamation.

4. The lack of assigned quality levels to the work
activities, being performed.

Evafuation of Conduct of Audit:

The audit checklist was excellent. The questions were well
thought out and thorough. No important areas seemed to have
been overlooked and the questions were phased in such a
manner that they were readily understandable by both auditor
and auditee. _

The pre-audit meeting for the audit team was a very good idea
and well handled.. The conduct and scope of the audit, and use
of the checklist was explaine wll -also-think the daily
team tr-eack ai activities were invaua~ble.-

, The audit team leader and members were very professional in
their conduct-of the audit. At the exit meeting one of the
NRC observers said she had never seen a team so well prepared.-
I concur.

- Some areas-.tftaXoffer a potential for improvement in the future
are: .

1) An advance copy of the checklist to all team
members would have been useful.

2) Some time set aside each day to discuss questions
of the checklist would be useful - perhaps at the
beginning of each day.



-3-

3) I was sorry to see only SAIC people - no DOE-WYPO
representatives were on the audit (except at the
exit meeting).

4) I was stunned by the "lack of respect" exhibited
by the USGs management for the QA Audit - the team
was told at.the entrance meeting they would be
prohibited from interviewing principal investiga-
tors because they were working on more important
matters. This situation would probably not have
been turned around except for the presence of DOE-
HQ on the audit and some aggressive intervention.-

5) The role of USGS observers was not discussed at
either the pre-audit team meeting or the
entrance meeting and probably should have been.

6) There was no schedule for interviews of USGS
personnel by WMPO audit teams.

7) There was no briefing by USGS on the rjprgani-
zation at the entrance meeting. Such a briefing
would be helping in determining the responsibi-
lities of those being interviewed in the audit
and in how they-relate to other departments in
USGS.
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

MAY 0 P 1^15r

MEMORANDUM FOR: G. Ted Ankrum, Chief
Quality Assurance Branch
Division of Quality Assurance, Vendor,

and Technical Training Center Programs
Office of Inspection and Enforcement

FROM: Craig G. Walenga
Quality Assurance Branch
Division of Quality Assurance, Vendor,
and Technical Training Center Programs

Office of Inspection and Enforcement

SUBJECT: REPORT OF OBSERVATIONS MADE DURING A DOE-SPONSORED AUDIT
OF THE KAISER ENGINEERS/PARSONS, BRINKERHOFF QUALITY
PROGRAM.

From April 15-17, 1986, I observed an audit conducted by Management Analysis
Corporation (MAC) on behalf of the Department of Energy's Basalt Waste Isolation
Project Office (BWIP) on the implementation of Raymond Kaiser Engineers/Parsons,
Brinckerhoff, Quade and Douglas, Inc. (RKE/PB) quality assurance program.
RKE/PB is designing the BWIP exploratory shaft and working on a repository con-
ceptual design.

On March 19, 1986, DOE's 8WIP project office at Richland informed RKE/PB that
_ an audit of RKE/PB's "quality program as it relates to exploratory shaft design

and repository design" would be conducted on April 15-18, 1986. In accordance
with the NRC agreement with DOE/HQ, NMSS chose to observe the conduct of this
audit and ask specifically for IE participation. This three-day audit was con-
ducted by two MAC employees, a Rockwell quality engineer, and a DOE/HQ QA con-
tractor.

Two objectives were identified for this observation. The first objective was
to determine if the DOE-sponsored audit was capable of detecting whether or not
the RKE/PB QA program was being effectively implemented. The second objective
was to form an independent opinion about whether or not RKE/PB's quality
program is being effectively implemented. As to the first objective, the
observed audit was not capable of detecting whether or not the RKE/PB QA
program was being effectively implemented. The second objective was more
difficult to achieve because the NRC observer's role was simply that--observa-
tion, and there was little information from the DOE-sponsored auqlt from which
a conclusion could be based. However, there appears to be the potential that
RKE/PB may be unable to ensure that its engineering products can be demon-
strated to have the required quality. Appendix A is a listing of observations
and associated conclusions concerning the quality of the audit. Appendix B is
a listing of observations and associated conclusions concerning the RKE/PB QA
program. Appendix C is a listing of other observations that are pertinent to
this audit.



A

G. Ted Ankrum - 2 -

By the time of the exit meeting, it appeared that a single quality audit
finding would be issued concerning the lack of an approved procedure for the
collection, storage, and maintenance of records and lack of a proper record
storage facility. While portions of the RKE/PB QA program may be effectively
implemented, the observed audit could not have substantiated this.

During the period August-November 1985, Rockwell allowed work to proceed using
a "Work Around Plan," which was audited by Rockwell at the end of August 1985.
Rockwell reviewed the new NQA-1-based QA program and allowed RKE/PB to implement
the QA plan and procedures in November 1985. The observed audit apparently was
the first DOE-sponsored audit of the NQA-1-based QA plan since its inception.
Given the potential for weaknesses shown in the RKE/PB implementation of the QA
program and the weakness in the DOE-sponsored audit, the ultimate usefulness of
RKE/PB's work for licensing purposes is in question and will require further
review.

Craig~ Walenga
Quality Assurance Branch
Division of Quality Assurance, Vendor, _

and Technical Training Center Programs
Office of Inspection and Enforcement

Enclosure:
Appendices A, B, C

cc: B. K. Grimes, IE
R. Browning, NMSS
J. J. Linehan, NMSS
J. Kennedy, NMSS
D. Hedges, NMSS



Appendix A

Observations and associated conclusions concerning the quality of the audit.

1. The audit was poorly planned, did not appear to address itself to the
stated objectives, and showed poor use of available time.

- The audit checklists were finalized on the day prior to the audit
entrance meeting.

- RKE/PB contract requirements for quality assurance were not reviewed
prior to the audit or used in the preparation of audit checklists. It
was not apparent that the auditors were aware of RKE/PB's contractural
commitments for quality assurance.

While the audit team leader indicated that he had reviewed a 1985
audit report on RKE/PB, he did not have the audit report with him
during the current audit, had not shown it to the other team members,
nor was it apparent that the prior audit had been used in the pre-
paration of the audit checklist.

The audit plan was so brief as to be almost unusable as a planning
document.

The audit team was unprepared for its role. Apparently, the primary
basis of the audit was to be the Management Analysis Corporation's
(MAC's) "Auditing for Effectiveness" program. The lead auditor was
a MAC employee under contract to the BWIP prime contractor (Rockwell).
No familiarization training was given to two of the four auditors who
were not MAC employees. Neither of the two non-MAC team members were
listed on the audit plan as auditors. Both expected to observe the
audit, but found on the day of the audit, that one was to be an auditor
and the other a technical specialist. None of the team members were
aware of the scope of RKE/PB's current efforts and the audit team leader
requested that RKE/PB present a 20-minute overview of BWIP work history
and the RKE/PB QA program during the entrance meeting. Even after the
presentation, the auditors required further briefing during the audit
to clarify what work was being performed and under what QA program the
work was being accomplished.

The audit scope was not adequate to achieve the stated objectives of the
audit. The March 19, 1986 letter from DOE (RL) management stated that
the "audit scope is implementation of RKE/PB quality program as it
relates to Exploratory Shaft design and Repository design..." The audit
plan appears to narrow the scope to the "audit of quality program
elements for design control... ' The audit team leader indicated at the
entrance meeting that the scope of the audit was to be limited to the
following program areas:

Organization Document Contrbl
Design Control Test Control -
Procurement Document Control Corrective Action
Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings Records Management

A-1



Based on discussions with the audit team leader, the decision to
perform a more limited scope audit was made by a MAC employee and
it was not apparent that this reduction was known to, reviewed, or
approved by DOE--particularly since the audit checklists were not
finalized until the day prior to the audit and no approvals were
noted on the checklists. ;

The audit was conducted over a three-day period. The first two days
were not full workdays, and the third day was spent reviewing the
previous two days' activities in preparation for a 3:00 PM exit
meeting. A significant portion of the productive hours available was
spent with the audit team being familiarized with RKE/PB QA program
and procedures and in the annotation of their audit checklists.

2. The audit concentrated on superficial paperwork issues.

There were no members of the team who were capable of evaluating the
technical adequacy of work performed. The team member (Rockwell quality
engineer), who was drafted by the audit team leader for the technical
review of RKE/PB's activities, said that he was not technically com-
petent to assess the calculation and design efforts, and indicated that
his review would be limited to RKE/PB's procedural compliance.

- The lack of technical review capability was readily apparent during
an evaluation of design control. One checkprint being reviewed had
numerous comments with apparent resolutions. One resolution docu=
mented on the checkprint for a number of individual comments was "I'm
doing it to Rockwell input." When I questioned the auditor as to
the adequacy of that response, or of any of the comment resolutions,
he stated that the answer to that question "goes beyond the scope of
a lowly auditor." His review was strictly for procedural compliance
as he made no attempt to assess the adequacy or technical correctness
of any comment resolution on the checkprint.

- When some closed RKE/PB surveillance deficiency reports were found to
have an incomplete "verification acceptable" block, the auditor randomly
sampled the verification of five surveillance reports. The auditor then
elected to verify that corrective action had been taken for deficiencies
identified in the surveillance reports. The deficiencies for which cor-
rective action was verified were:

(1) pagination errors in a calculation file.

(2) failure to have "findings and conclusions" section of a calcu-
lation file properly titled.

(3) failure to deliver back-up documents to the project files.

Despite the fact that vendor-supplied services and supplies are a
recurrent QA problem area in NRC-licensed activities and that the
RKE/PB employee who was handling procurement activities 'was newly
assigned, the audit was accomplished with only an interview. There
was no indepth guidance on the audit checklist and no attempt was
made to review any RKE/PB surveillance reports or audits of their
subcontractors.

A-2



Despite the fact that RKE/PB had performed a corporate audit of its
newly implemented NQA-1-based QA program in January 1986, the DOE-
sponsored audit did not evaluate the corporate audit or check to see
whether necessary corrective action was being taken on any corporate-
identified deficiencies.

Training was reviewed by discussing the training program with manage-
ment, reviewing individual training course file folders, and reviewing
the basic training form used to identify and document an individual's
training. It was not apparent that any review of the adequacy, appropri-
ateness or effectiveness of training was performed.

The checklists were apparently drawn from MAC's bank of prepared check-
lists for an NQA-1 QA program, with no tailoring for the situation.
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Appendix B

Observations and associated conclusions concerning the RKE/PB QA program.

1. It appears that RKE/PB may not have sufficient staff with appropriate
QA expertise to assure that its engineering products can be demon-
strated to have the required quality.

2. RKE/PB produced a letter showing that they had requested money from
Rockwell to implement the records management and document control
portion of RKE/PB's QA program. No response to their request had
been given. It appears that the RKE/PB QA program is being imple-
mented on a task-by-task basis with RKE/PB able to proceed with QA
program implementation only when funds are provided by Rockwell.

3. RKE/PB QA apparently does not conduct audits. However, since the
audit function was not within the truncated scope of the DOE-sponsored
audit, this issue was not pursued by the audit team.

4. RKE/PB operates on a task-by-task basis with the prime contractor
(Rockwell) and thus, is not able to plan on a long-range basis.
RKE/PB individuals noted that very little work remains on current
tasks, and that many engineers had to be laid off until future tasks
are approved for them. It was noted that at one time there were four
individuals on the QA staff and now there is only one in addition to
the QA manager. Continuity on the HLW repository project, especially
for the design engineers, may have significant effects on the quality
of RKE/PB activities.
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Appendix C

Observations pertinent to the conduct of the audit.

1. The audit team leader stated that the audit's preparation was rushed
due to time pressures. The audit plan was specifically identified by
the audit team leader as being below normal standards due to time
pressures. However, the audit plan was dated March 4, 1986, at least
five weeks prior to the audit.

2. The MAC "audit for effectiveness" program has merit especially if it
is used to evaluate a written QA program for compliance to NQA-1.
The use of the MAC program for implementation effectiveness reviews
appears to be dependent on a successful combination of training,
sampling, auditing techniques, and auditor qualification and experience
which was not demonstrated by the audit team during this audit.

3. This audit especially makes it apparent that the NRC observer should
pend one or two days prior to the audit's conduct at the DOE/contractor
site where the audit preparation is taking place to allow for a more
productive observation concerning the project office's management of
the audit/overview function.

,~ .- . .t



UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, 0. C. 20555
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MEMORANDUM FOR: John J. Linehan, Acting Chief
Repository Projects Branch, DWM

THRU: James E. Kennedy, Section Leader
Repository Projects Branch, DWM

FROM: Susan G. Bilhorn
Repository Projects Branch, DWM

SUBJECT: REPORT OF OBSERVATIONS MADE DURING SAIC QA AUDIT OF
NNWSI ACTIVITIES AT USGS, DENVER MARCH 10-14, 1986

The purpose of this note is to document my observations regarding the subject
audit. The audit plan, including scope, schedule and audit team, are attached
as Enclosure 1.

The USGS is the NNWSI Project participant responsible for most of the geology
and hydrology site investigations. SAIC is the contractor for NNWSI providing
QA support to the project. The audit team conducting this audit was comprised
of SAIC personnel and one participant from DOE headquarters.

Summary:

1. The audit team recommended USGS stop work on NNWSI activities because of
significant problems found in numerous areas of the USGS QA program.

- The SAIC/NNWSI audit team recommended a stop work order on NNWSI
activities at USGS due to the number of significant problems found in
the USGS QA program. USGS issued its own stopwork order at the
conclusion of the audit, 3/14/86 (Enclosure 2). This order stops
essentially all NNWSI technical activities performed by the USGS
except: SCP and Exploratory Shaft Test Plan development; work, the
suspension of which would cause unrecoverable loss of information;
and research and testing to develop and/or evaluate techniques or
procedures to be applied later under appropriate QA. USGS committed
to making the necessary improvements to the QA program concentrating
first on upgrading the QA plans for those activities which had ret
been stopped.
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- NNWSI followed-up with an additional stopwork order which also
required USGS to submit a plan of action, including milestones and
schedules, for upgrading the QA program (see Enclosure 3).

2. This SAIC audit was an improvement over those previously observed,
particularly with regard to preparation and conduct, however there still
appears to be too much emphasis on compliance versus technical adequacy
and better preaudit planning is necessary (see discussion under "The
Audit").

The Audit:

1. Preparation -

A. The SAIC audit team was better prepared for this audit than for those
audits I observed in 1985. Most team members were aware of USGS QA
program and ongoing technical activities. Most were also familiar
with the checklist covering their areas of responsibility. In
addition, the checklist was tailored to the USGS program, with
emphasis on problem areas that had been identified during SAIC's
prior review.

B. Two checklists were prepared for this audit; a programmatic and a
technical checklist. The programmatic checklist focused on the 18
criteria of NQA-1, while the technical checklist focused on site
investigation plans, peer/technical reviews, and technical
procedures.

C. Coordination between SAIC and USGS prior to the audit was lacking.
Audit interviews had not been arranged (schedules and individuals)
prior to the preaudit meeting therefore last minute arrangements and
adjustments were necessary.

D. USGS had verbally requested this audit be postponed. The audit
schedule conflicted with a perfcrmance allocation meeting and
development of work plans. While the availability of USGS people
(i.e., Principal Investigators) was not a difficulty, the potential
problem did exist and such potential conflicts would best be resolved
prior to start of the audit. In addition, based on SAIC review of
the QA manual, the USGS QA program had already been found seriously
deficient. SAIC had cited many of these aeficiencies in a meeting
with USGS in January, 1986.
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2. USGS Involvement -

J. Wilmon, the USGS/NNWSI QA manager was the prime USGS interface. Others
involved in QA activities for USGS/NNWSI who participated in the audit
were: Susan Shipley (USGS, Menlo Park QA lead); Darrell Porter (SAIC,
Golden-QA contract support); Gene Rush (USGS); Paul Carrera (USGS
geologist temporarily assigned as QA support); and a representative from
Los Alamos QA support. In addition, Robert Peterson from the Bureau of
Reclamation (BOM) participated as an observer. Mr. Peterson is the QA
lead for the NNWSI work recently delegated to BOM.

In the entrance meeting J. Wilmon presented a summary of the areas he
acknowledged as deficient (Enclosure 4). Though unusual this did indicate
an understanding of the problems involved.

3. Conclusion -

A. The audit was highly compliance-oriented in spite of the Inclusion of
technical team members and reviews of technical activities (see
Enclosure 5 as illustration). This differs from the NRC approach to
inspections and audits (such as IDI's) which focus more on the
quality of technical work than on compliance with QA procedures.

B. In Wednesday's close-out session, during which that day's
observations and findings were discussed, the team unanimously
concluded that there were enough significant findings to merit a
stopwork order. The audit continued until protocol for the stopwork
order was decided and initiated by the appropriate individuals.
Thursday evening the audit was ended prior to completion of the
checklist. The Menlo Park extension of the audit was also canceled
at this time.

J. Blaylock, the WMPO QA manager, and E. Cocorus, SAIC QA lead, flew
in for consultation and to attend the exit interview.

C. The audit report contains 23 findings (Enclosure 5). The primary
problem areas associated with these findings are summarized below.

1. Control of purchased materials and services
Procuremert documents
Contractor QA requirements
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2. Control of test samples
3. Audits

Qualification of auditors
Corduct and planning of external audits
Resolution of internal audit results

4. Calibration of measuring and test equipment
5. Indoctrination, training and certification of persons involved in

technical and QA activities
6. Stopwork provisions and procedures
7. Responsibility and authority of USGS organizations involved in

NNWSI, including QA department
8. Core library and core sample procedures
9. Peer review records
10. Planning of site investigations
11. Assignment and approval of QA levels

D. OGR issued a report regarding the subject audit on April 4, 1986
(Enclosure 6). To clarify a comment documented in this report (page
2, paragraph 7), I stated at the exit meeting that this represented
the best prepared audit that I had observed SAIC conduct for NNWSI to
date.

Concerns:

1. USGS admitted that staff size of the QA organization was not adequate.
This has apparently been due to administrative difficulties and has not
received the necessary management attention. Management support was
committed by USGS and NNWSI during the close-out meeting. As follow-up,
NNWSI has temporarily assigned one SAIC person (N. Voltura) to USGS to
support their current efforts.

2. The recommendation for stopwork was anticipated by USCS to the point that
a partial order had been previously drafted. If USGS was aware that
problems in the QA program were bad enough to merit a stopwork order, it
seems an audit should not have been necessary to cause its issuance.

3. The conditions which merit issuance of a stopwork order on repository
activities during prelicensing have not been defined. Also the method,
authority and res-.|.sibility for recommending a stopwork order based on
audit findings ire rot in place, especially for audits conducted by a
contractor, such' SA'AC.
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4. A potential problem with independence from cost and scheduling was
apparent regarding audits conducted by contractors such as SAIC. In spite
of the uncertainty associated with a first time recommendation of a -
stopwork order, I believe that the SAIC audit team gave undue attention to
what they thought SAIC management and KNWSI would want to hear. In
addition, the lead auditor was concerned about contacting the NNWSI QA
manager to discuss the situation. I consider that if contracting
organizations such as SAIC are to function as "extensions of project
staff" in the area of QA, that they should feel free to act with project
authority and exhibit the necessary independence from cost and scheduling.

5. Core handling and storage problems continue to exist. NNWSI has
classified core handling (especially waxing) as a special process as
defined in 10 CFR 50 Appendix B which requires application of extra QA
measures, but USGS insists core handling can be adequately performed under
a normally controlled technical procedure. In addition, NNWSI insists
that USGS manage the core library though USGS has requested NNWSI make
alternate arrangements.

6. One reason USGS issued an internal stopwork order was to control what
activities could continue. Continuation of SCP activities is of concern
since persons needed in the QA improvement efforts will be largely
unavailable if working on the SCP and the SCP is a critical piece of work
that needs adequate QA. It appears the schedule for issuance of the SCP
is still a number one priority for NNWSI.

Observations:

1. NNWSI and DOE HQ attribute the term "technical audit" to NRC (initiated by
NRC at the site visit, December 1984). NNWSI has been pushed, therefore,
to conduct such audits but has been given little direction as to the
definition or intent of the term. This has generated numerous
interpretations and much confusion. NRC's intent should be clarified.

2. NRC staff have noted that the scope of the audits conducted by DOE/DOE
projects have been too optimistic in that they attempt to cover all 18
criteria in less than 4 days. NNWSI has apparently interpreted this to
mean that they need only evaluate the criteria which most directly affect
the quality of work performed by each contractor ard not audit against all
18 criteria staved 1ii the rcquirements. The intent was, however, that the
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adequacy of QA be evaluated as necessary to determine compliance with the
requirements. in order to conduct an adequate evaluation audits may need
to be longer or divided into parts. In addition, regular surveillance and
review should indicate areas which need greater or lesser attention during
audits.

Susan G. Bilhorn
Repository Projects Branch
Division of Waste Management

Enclosures:
1. Audit Plan
2. USGS Stopwork Order
3. NNWSI stopwork order on USGS
4. USGS Summary of Deficient QA Program Areas
5. Audit Report
6. Report of OGR Participation in WMPO QA Audit

of USGS Denver

cc:
D. Hedges
-d. t-inelict
M. Bell
R. Browning
P. Prestholt
B. Grimes
H. Miller
T. Ankrum


